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linguistic tagger)會自動地將特定名詞(named entity terms)從新聞内容中 
抽出；再加上内容詞組(content terms)，便組成故事表示法的基烛。在處 












The aim of topic detection is to discover topically related events automati-
cally from multi-lingual news sources. In particular, we are interested in Chi-
nese and English on-line news stories. Named entity terms are extracted au-
tomatically from the news content by the transformation-based error-driven 
linguistic (TEL) tagger. Together with the content terms, they constitute 
the basis of story representation. For Chinese stories, we also make use of 
the unknown word identifier. Two methods of gross translation on Chinese 
story terms into English have been investigated and implemented. The first 
approach uses only a bilingual dictionary. The second approach makes use of 
a parallel corpus as an additional resource. To discover unseen events, a mod-
ified agglomerative clustering approach is employed. Three kinds of elements 
namely story clusters, temporary clusters and final clusters are maintained 
during the clustering process. Language normalization scheme is introduced 
to improve the performance due to the variation from native languages. W e 
have conducted experiments on TDT2000 Dry Run Corpus to study the ef-
fectiveness of our detection system. The result depicts that the detection 
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Information dissemination through electronic media is prevalent in this In-
formation Technology era. With the rapid growth of the Internet and wide 
availability of electronic documents, there are more and more people access-
ing the news stories by electronic means from diverse sources. However, it 
is impossible for people to read the entire collection of documents. Query-
based retrieval is useful only when you know precisely the nature of the facts 
you are seeking. But, it is unrealistic for novice users to generate effective 
queries if they do not have any knowledge on the events in advance. While 
most existing studies have concentrated on handling relevant specific queries, 
it is desirable to develop an intelligent agent to discover related topics from 
streams of data automatically. 
The content of the stories may come from multiple languages. Thus, the 
capability of identifying whether multi-lingual news are discussing the same 
topic from streams of data is one of the fundamental challenges of the topic 
detection task. In our research, we are particularly interested in Chinese and 
English. It is also one of the major investigations of the Topic Detection 
and Tracking (TDT) project organized by the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) in the United States of America [1, 22，42, 40:. 
In this thesis, we will focus on the topic detection problem in multi-lingual 
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settings. Our goal is to identify whether the incoming stories, which may be 
in Chinese or in English, belong to a new topic or an existing topic previously 
detected. 
1.1 Topic Detection Problem 
The Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) First Pilot study [1] is initiated 
by the U.S. Government during 1996 and 1997. Research objectives in-
cluded finding topically homogeneous sections, detecting the occurrence of 
new events and tracking the reoccurrence of old or new events. The latest 
Topic Detection and Tracking 2000 (TDT2000) [40] is a continuation and 
extension of previous T D T projects. TDT2000 addresses multiple sources 
of information, including both text and speech. The news source domain, 
provided by Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)\ comprises news wire, radio 
and television news broadcast programs, and W W W sources. The source 
languages are English and Mandarin. The corpus is divided into two parts. 
The first set of corpus spans the first six months of 1998 and the second 
set of corpus spans from October to December 1998. The corpus provides a 
benchmark data for training T D T systems and evaluating performance on a 
variety of T D T tasks. 
1.1.1 What is a Topic? 
In the T D T First Pilot study, the notation of a topic was limited to be an 
"event". It means something that happens at some specific time and place 
'!]. For example, hijacking in Turkey on 22nd April 1998 is considered as 
an event, whereas hijacking is not an event in general. Events might be 
unexpected. Stories that discuss unexpected events will of course follow the 
1 Linguistic Data Consortium, URL : http://www.ldc.upenn.edu 
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event, whereas stories on expected events can both precede and follow the 
event. 
In the second T D T project, T D T 2 [12], the definition of a topic was 
broadened to include, in addition to the triggering event, other events and 
activities that are directly related to it. A topic is defined to be a seminal 
event or activity, along with all directly related events and activities. This 
definition is retained through the third project, T D T 3 [22] and the most 
recent one TDT2000 project [40]. For example, consider an airplane crash 
event, a story concerning the survivors of the crash, or the funeral of the 
crash victims, will also be considered to be a story on the crash event [21 • 
There are five tasks defined in TDT2000 evaluation, namely, 
• Story Segmentation Task, 
• Topic Tracking Task, 
• Topic Detection Task, 
• First Story Detection Task, and 
• Link Detection Task. 
Our research focuses on the Topic Detection Task. A more detailed de-
scription of this task is presented below. 
1.1.2 Topic Detection 
Topic Detection [40] is defined to be the task of detecting topics not previ-
ously known to the system. The flow of the detection task is depicted as 
Fig. 1.1. The detection system aims at identifying whether the incoming 
stories, which may be in Chinese or in English, belong to a new topic or an 
existing topic detected in previous stories chronologically. It is characterized 
by a lack of knowledge of the topic to be detected. Therefore, the system 
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should embody an understanding of what a topic is, and this understanding 
must be independent of topic specifics. New topics can be detected as the 
incoming stories are processed. The system then proceeds to associate input 
stories with those topics. Therefore, a set of topics will be identified after 
this process. 
Topic detection task may be performed both with and without the knowl-
edge of story boundaries. Moreover, input data should be processed in 
chronological order. A topic detection system may defer its identification 
of topics until a limited amount of subsequent source data is processed. 
As the detection can be used for generating a temporal evolution of dif-
ferent topics, this technique can be broadly applied in various applications 
such as constructing structured guidelines for story navigation of the whole 
news collection or analyzing the content shifts of a particular topic. 
ONew topic 
Stories in chronological order / 一- ’ 一 ’ 
- ’ " • 
參 • 參 參 參 Detection system “ „ . ^ . 
】 • Existing topics 
Figure 1.1: Topic Detection Task 
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1.2 Our Contributions 
To tackle the detection task, we have proposed and implemented a topic 
detection system. The characteristics of our detection approach lie in story 
representation, named entity extraction, gross translation and topic discovery 
1 5 , 1 6 , 2 0； . 
Story Representation 
In traditional approach, stories are represented solely on raw terms ap-
pearing in the story content. In our approach, we believe some terms may 
convey useful information to characterize the stories and they provide con-
textual clues in the detection process. Therefore, we augment the representa-
tion with a four-dimensional representation scheme including named entity 
representation and story content terms representation. The named entity 
feature representation consists of three components, namely, people name 
component, geographical location name component, and organization name 
component. 
Named Entity Extraction 
W e look into two methods of named entity extraction and investigate 
their effects on topic detection. The first method is the named entity extrac-
tion module provided in a commercial text mining product called Intelligent 
Miner for Text from IBM. The second method is based on Transformation-
based Error-driven Learning (TEL) approach [9]. Specifically, we develop a 
linguistic tagger based on TEL technique, one for English and one for Chi-
nese. W e have prepared a training corpus consisting of sample annotations 
of named entities for learning a compact rule set for tagging purpose. The 
linguistic tagger will apply this rule set on the unannotated text to capture 
the information related to the people name component, geographical location 
name component, and organization name component. Then, we extract the 
named entity terms to form the story representation. 
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Gross Translation 
Another feature of our approach is the online gross translation. In order 
to handle the multi-lingual requirements, we have investigated two methods 
to translate Chinese terms into English. The first one is the basic translation, 
which involves looking up each term in a bilingual dictionary and replace it 
with possible term translation. Another approach utilizes a parallel corpus 
in addition to a bilingual dictionary to improve translation. 
Topic Discovery 
To discover topics, we have modified agglomerative clustering algorithm 
to conduct unsupervised learning. Three types of elements, namely, story, 
temporary clusters, and final clusters are maintained during the clustering 
process. Moreover, due to the variations between the clustering properties of 
different languages, we incorporate a normalization approach in the clustering 
process. 
1.2.1 Thesis Organization 
In the following part of the thesis, the organization is given as follows: In 
Chapter 2, we will describe previous investigation of some research groups 
on topic detection. Chapter 3 will outline the framework of our detection 
system including story preprocessing, named entities extraction, gross trans-
lation and unsupervised learning module. W e will describe the details of each 
component in the subsequent chapters. The approach of extracting named 
entity and its representation will be presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 will 
describe the detailed gross translation approach on the story representation. 
In Chapter 6 , we will discuss our modified agglomerative clustering algorithm 
and multiple normalization factor approach for topic detection. Experiment 
results will be given in Chapter 7. Conclusions and future directions will be 




Topic detection is an exciting topic to investigate. There are some research 
groups working on it. In this chapter, we will describe the on-going research 
in different groups, namely, Dragon Systems, Carnegie Mellon University 
(CMU), University of Massachusetts (UMass), B B N Technologies, IBM T. 
J. Watson Research Center, and National Taiwan University (NTU). Finally, 
we will discuss some unique characteristics of our detection approach different 
from those existing methods. 
2.1 Dragon Systems 
Dragon is one of the research groups participating TDT2000 Topic Detection 
Task. However, they submitted results for detection of English content only. 
They adapted unigram language models to story and cluster representation 
and used k-means clustering algorithms for document grouping [45]. In the 
initial T D T project, the similarity of a story and a cluster is measured by 
two distances between the story and the cluster before and after the story 
inserted into the cluster. To tackle the "dragged" problem on the story 
distribution, similarity measures are modified by subtracting the background 
distance from the story-cluster distance. 
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In TDT3, the cluster-story measure is constructed from a single cluster 
unigram distribution created by combining the counts for all stories in a clus-
ter. The cluster unigram distribution is smoothed via absolute discounting 
30] with a general unigram distribution built form background material. Al-
though this measure and the tracking score used for the Unigram Tracker 
are similar, the detection measure does not filter the background distribu-
tion and the smoothing algorithm used is rejected by the tracking task due 
to the poor performance. Thus, tracking score is utilized to compute the 
cluster-story distance. 
The tracking score is defined as the log ratio of its score in two models. 
One is a topic model which is built from the supplied topic training stories. 
Another is a discriminator model which is built from T D T 3 development 
data. Thus, when a story is compared to a cluster during clustering, the 
cluster can be treated as a story collection for which we can build a topic 
model. Moreover, given a discriminator model built from background data, 
the tracking score can be used as the cluster-story distance. An innovative 
Beta-binomial distribution for story representation [26, 27] is introduced. 
However, as the computational cost is very high when applying on the topic 
detection, it is only applied to the topic tracking task. 
In TDT2000, Dragon participated the Topic Detection Task using only 
English content. It includes English stories and translated Chinese stories. 
They incorporated a new story-cluster distance measure and explored a tech-
nique for indirectly smoothing the clusters instead of smoothing the test sto-
ries via targeting [46]. Similar to T D T 3 detection measure, the topic model 
consists of simple smoothing of the topic unigrams with a background distri-
bution. The smoothing approach is done by interpolation instead of backoff. 
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2.2 University of Massachusetts (UMass) 
University of Massachusetts (UMass) employed a modification of a single 
pass clustering algorithm [4] in their detection system in TDTl. They rep-
resented a story or a set of stories by a query and made comparison against 
earlier queries to measure similarity. The list of queries can be updated by 
adding the current story's query. A threshold model is maintained in their 
T D T 2 detection system [32]. The time component is improved by incorpo-
rating the number of days between stories instead of using a story sequence 
number utilized in TDTl. Similarity between a query and a story is based 
on Inquery's belief function. If a new story has a similarity value exceeding 
a query's threshold, the document is assumed to discuss the same topic the 
query attempts to present. 
In TDT3, two kinds of clustering algorithm [3] are supported in the detec-
tion system. One is agglomerative centroid clustering method and another 
is k-nearest neighbor method. Other issues concerned in their detection task 
are determining the right similarity function and the right weighting scheme 
of the words. Four similarity measures namely, cosine, weighted sum, lan-
guage models, and Kullbach-Leiblar divergence are considered. 
Another technique explored requires an explicitly time tagged corpus 
for determining the relative importance of the occurrence of extracted text 
38, 39]. These features can be grouped into clusters to represent a topic. 
Based on the technique developed in TDT2, they applied the 1-NN story 
comparison in the clustering and the story will be merged with the topic 
that is very similar. Cosine similarity function is employed during compar-
ison. In TDT2000, UMass still applied the 1-NN story comparison [2] in 
the clustering as TDT3. A story is added into the topic that contains a 
single story to which it is very similar and comparison is done by the cosine 
measure. 
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2.3 Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) 
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) [10, 48, 49] participated the Topic De-
tection task from T D T l - TDT3, but they did not participate the Topic 
Detection Task in TDT2000. C M U [49] employed the conventional vector 
space model which uses the bag-of-terms representation in the initial T D T 
project. Each story is represented using a vector of weighted terms. The 
normalized vector sum of documents in a cluster is used to represent the 
cluster as cluster centroid. Terms in a story vector or a cluster centroid are 
statistically weighted using the term frequency (TF) and the Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (IDF). Each vector includes k-top-ranking terms and the 
remaining terms are ignored. Cosine similarity is employed to compute the 
distance between story and cluster centroid and Group Average Clustering 
(GAC) approach is applied to assemble related stories in the retrospective 
detection task. This bottom-up clustering continues until the root node is 
created or the desired number of clusters is reached. For the online detec-
tion task, they apply the incremental clustering algorithm to gather relevant 
stories. Time penalty scheme is utilized to reduce the influence of old stories 
on the current decision. 
In TDT3, two clustering approaches, agglomerative clustering and single-
pass incremental clustering, are integrated in the detection system [48]. To-
gether with different weighting schemes, the detection system can produce 
hierarchically organized story clusters for retrospective detection and a non-
hierarchical partition for online detection. GACIncr system is a cosine-
similarity based clustering system. When a new story is processed in the 
deferral window, the greedy agglomerative clustering algorithm can option-
ally be applied. If this option is turned off, only singleton clusters can be 
obtained in the output. Each cluster containing stories within deferral period 
will be compared to existing clusters. If suitable match is found, the clusters 
, 10 
will be merged. 
Different from GACIncr system, Incr.LM system does not currently allow 
the option of clustering within the deferral window. Clusters are represented 
using language models trained with Expectation Maximization (EM) [10, 17, 
47] on member stories. The models are smoothed using the word distribution 
of historical data and any testing stories seen. The similarity of each cluster 
in the deferral window with the existing clusters will be computed while 
making hard decision. Again, the clusters will be merged if a suitable match 
is found. 
Another system called BORG.det system incorporates both the GACIncr 
and Incr.LM methods. A simple voting scheme is applied in this approach. 
Each method runs using its own distinct threshold. When making hard 
decision on a cluster including stories in deferral window, each method votes 
on whether to combine with existing clusters or create a new one. The 
clusters will be merged if either method is resulted in grouping with the 
existing clusters. Otherwise, a new cluster is created. 
2.4 BBN Technologies 
B B N was one of the participants in T D T 2 and T D T 3 Topic Detection Task, 
but they did not participate TDT2000 Topic Detection. B B N employed the 
incremental clustering algorithm to perform the detection task. The stories 
are processed one at a time and sequentially. Each story is processed in a 
two-step process, namely, selection and thresholding. First, the most similar 
cluster to the story is selected by measuring the distance between them from 
its tracking score [23]. The tracking score represents the probability that 
the story is on-topic compared with how probable the story is off-topic with 
the Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm [17, 19, 41] to assign higher 
probabilities to words that are specific to the topic. The story is compared 
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to the cluster and determined whether to be integrated with the most similar 
cluster or to start a new cluster in the thresholding process. 
To decide whether to merge the story with the existing clusters or to 
make it a seed of a new cluster, two-level normalization approach along with 
a threshold are used. First, the system finds out the normalized score with 
respect to stories certain to be off-topic. In the second normalization, the 
score is calculated with respect to clusters of various sizes, all of which are 
unlikely to be on the same topic as the story. 
To deal with multi-lingual situations in TDT3, B B N built a simple term 
translation system and a another system using the knowledge of the target 
language so that the detection system can be run in a mono-lingual man-
ner. However, simple translation matching approach cannot provide a good 
result. Thus, they chose a segmentation that increases dictionary coverage 
and maintains the total number of words of English translation to be the 
same as the original Chinese content. They used pinyin to extend the lookup 
translation and re-estimate probabilistic translation dictionary based on co-
occurrence statistics with a parallel corpus of aligned sentence. The result 
tends to be better by choosing the highest probability translation for a Chi-
nese word in the passage instead of including all translations with fractional 
counts. 
2.5 IBM T. J�Watson Research Center 
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center [13] participated the Topic Detection 
task in T D T 3 only. They has developed a two-tier approach in its topic 
detection system where each cluster is comprised of one or more microclusters 
in TDT3. In their detection system, each cluster is assigned to the most 
similar microcluster by the symmetrized version of the Okapi formula [35] in 
the initial stage. After the microclusters accumulate more stories to the end 
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of the deferral period, microclusters are assigned to similar clusters. A new 
cluster starts if none of the similarity scores are sufficiently high. Only the 
upper tier clusters are reported as topics in the final stage. 
A microcluster is internally represented as the centroid of the stories con-
tained in the microcluster. The score of a story with a microcluster becomes 
the mean of the scores of that story with the documents contained in the 
microcluster. Therefore, the distance between a story and a microcluster 
can be represented by the mean distance among those story pairs. Simi-
lar microclusters are merged while dissimilar microclusters will become new 
clusters. 
As the weighting scheme of words is time-dependent and topic-dependent, 
two-tiered clustering and min-IDF word weighting approach are utilized to 
minimize the effect of source dependency. Min-IDF approach is to compute 
source-specific IDFs and choose the minimum across all the sources of the 
source-specific IDFs. Thus, the topical effects and source-based effects shown 
by the "disproportionately common" words can be lowered. After similar 
microclusters are formed, the similarity of two sets of stories, a set of stories 
containing the word and a set of stories in microcluster, will be added in the 
word weighting. 
2.6 National Taiwan University (NTU) 
National Taiwan University[11] only participated the Topic Detection Task 
in T D T 3 only. In the evaluation, they focused on the topic detection task 
in Chinese stories. They employed the Chinese named entity extraction 
system to extract useful information as people names, organization names, 
location names and some other named entities like date/time expressions and 
monetary and percentage expressions from stories. At most 50 named entity 
terms will constitute the term vector to represent the story and cluster. 
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They modified the incremental clustering approach by dual-threshold ap-
proach to group the related clusters. If the similarity of the story to the 
most likely cluster lies between these two thresholds, then the story is not 
decidable until the next 10 stories are read. If it is still undecidable after 10 
more stories are read, the average of the lower and the higher threshold will 
be taken as the criteria to determine the relevance on the topic. 
Although this approach gives us a desirable false alarm rate, it has a 
high missing rate. It is because many useful terms in story content such 
as verbs and other nouns should also be considered as feature candidates in 
the detection task instead of solely represented by proper nouns and named 
entities. 
2.7 Drawbacks of Existing Approaches 
Much existing data or news available are multi-lingual in nature. Hence, 
classifying relevant material into groups from multi-lingual sources, partic-
ularly in Chinese and English, is one of the challenges in topic detection 
research. Most of the current research groups handles the multi-lingual data 
by conducting some sort of translation and reduce to mono-lingual settings. 
Some groups assume that a machine translation software package is avail-
able. Some other groups apply simple translation approach by making use of 
the bilingual dictionary. However, these approaches translate the keywords 
into a big bag of terms. It introduces considerable amount of useless terms 
which may not produce a good representation for topic detection purpose. 
Thus, the performance is deteriorated when handling multi-lingual data. To 
improve the translation accuracy for detecting topics from native language 
stories, we employ a parallel corpus in addition to the bilingual dictionary in 
translating Chinese story representation. 
Employing simple weighed keywords to represent news articles is the most 
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popular way to represent a story among the existing approaches. However, 
some content terms may convey useful information which will favor the overall 
detection performance. Therefore, we put more emphasis on these informa-
tion to represent a story by introducing the named entity components. 
Finally, most existing clustering approaches are designed to deal with 
single language stories. However, if stories are represented in multiple native 
languages, the performance will be affected. With respect to the clustering 
properties of different languages, we propose a normalization approach on 




In this chapter, we describe the framework of our topic detection system. 
In general, our topic detection approach consists of four modules for pro-
cessing multi-lingual news stories, namely, story preprocessing, named entity 
extraction, gross translation, and unsupervised learning module. 
The architecture is shown in Fig. 3.1. As an incoming story is in word to-
ken format, we need to group the tokens into sentence format for subsequent 
processing. A news story is first passed into the story preprocessing module. 
In this module, it first detects sentence boundaries. Next, word tokens con-
veying useful information will be extracted to form the story representation. 
To achieve this, transformation-based error-driven learning (TEL) tagger is 
used for extracting the named entities from the segmented sentences in the 
stories. The tagged Chinese stories are passed to the unknown word iden-
tifier to improve the named entities extraction. Named entity terms will 
be obtained to constitute story representation. Gross translation will be 
conducted on the Chinese story representation into English so that it can 
handle the multi-lingual detection problem using an uniform representation. 
Finally, our unsupervised learning module will perform topic discovery on 
the uniform story representation and decision on whether a story belongs to 
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Figure 3.1: System Flow of Topic Detection 
3.1 News Sources 
The corpus used in our investigation is provided by Linguistic Data Con-
sortium (LDC)i. The corpus is in SGML-tagged text format. They contain 
1 Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) URL : http://www.ldc.upenn.edu 
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all annotated text content from nine media. It includes news stories from 
multiple channels of TV, radio broadcasts, and newswire sources. The tran-
scriptions include both news and non-news material. 
The English sources are: 
• New York Times Newswire Service 
• Associated Press Worldstream Service (English content only) 
• Cable News Network, "Headline News" 
• American Broadcasting Company, "World News Tonight" 
• Public Radio International, "The World" 
• Voice of America, English News Programs 
The Chinese sources are: 
• Xinhua News Agency 
• Zaobao News Agency 
• Voice of America, Mandarin Chinese News Programs 
Two kinds of data are included in the corpus. The first set of corpus is 
the original newswire text or broadcasting transcript. They are in English 
token format or Mandarin G B character form. Each word token is assigned a 
unique identifier, a sequential "recid" number. Table 3.1 depicts an example 
of the source format of a newswire story. 
The second kind is concerned with broadcast sources, the news data has 
been preprocessed by a speech recognition system from the Dragon Systems. 
Each word is shown in tokenized form and assigned with a unique record id 
"redd". But the broadcasting news data is presented without story bound-
aries or punctuation. Instead, information about starting time and duration 
in second, speaker cluster, speech recognition confidence score and period of 
silence are provided in the source file。An example is shown in Table 3.2 
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< W recid=l> 海 < W recid=17> 顺 
< W recid=2> 南 < W redd二 18> 利 
< W recid=3> 省 <\V recid=19>， 
< W recid=4> 一 < W recid=20〉全 
< W recid=5> 九 recid=21> 年 
< W recid=6> 九 < W recid=22> 共 
< W recid=7> 七 < W recid=23> 完 
< W recid=8> 年 <\V recid=24> 成 
< W recid=9> 重 < W recid=25> 投 
< W recid=10> 点 < W recid=26> 资 
< W recid=ll> 工 < W recid=27> 三 
< W recid=12> 程 < W redd二28〉十 
< W recid=13> 建 < W recid=29> 五 
< W r e c i d = 1 4 �设 < W recid=30> 亿 
< W recid=15> 进 < W recid=31> 元 
< W recid=16> 展 < W recid=32>。 
Table 3.1: An example of tokenized newswire data source 
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< W recid=l Bsec=61.01 Dur=0.44 Clust=2 Conf=0.85> 围绕 
< W recid=2 Bsec=61.46 Dur=0.41 Clust=2 Conf=0.92> 欧洲 
< W recid=3 Bsec=61.87 Dur=0.73 Chist二2 Conf=0.90〉中央银行 
< W recid=4 Bsec=62.60 Dur=0.47 Clust=2 Conf=0.97> 行长 
< W recid=5 Bsec=63.07 Dur=0.51 Clust=2 Conf二0.91〉人选 
< W recid二6 Bsec=63.58 Dur=0.14 Clust=2 Conf=0.90> 的 
< W recid二7 Bsec=63.72 Dur=0.45 Clust=2 Conf二0.91〉争端 
< X Bsec=64.17 Dur=0.20 Conf二NA〉 
< W recid=8 Bsec=64.37 Dur二0.36 Clust=2 Conf=0.87> 已经 
< W recid二9 Bsec=64.73 Dur=0.48 Chist二2 Conf=0.87> 接近 
< W recid二 10 Bsec=65.21 Dur二0.19 Chist二2 Conf=0.84> 于 
< W recid=ll Bsec=65.40 Dur=0.54 Clust=2 Conf=0.92> 解决 
< X Bsec=65.94 Dur=0.50 Conf二NA〉 




Table 3.3: An example of sentence generated from Table 3.1 
海南省一九九七年重点工程建设进展顺利，全年共 
完成投资三十五亿元。 
Table 3.4: An example of segmented Chinese sentence from Table 3.3 
3.2 Story Preprocessing 
Since raw sources only contain a sequence of words, we need to group them 
into sentences for subsequent processing, in particular, for named entity ex-
traction. Fig. 3.2 depicts the sentence generation procedure in the story 
preprocessing process. First, we get the starting redd number and the end-
ing recid number of the story to locate the first and the last word of the story. 
To identify sentence boundaries, lexical clues, such as punctuation marks and 
the silence period, are used to locate it. Thus, a new sentence is generated 
if a punctuation mark or a silence period is retrieved. W e repeat the process 
of getting the tokens according to the recid number until the ending recid 
number is reached. An example of a sentence generated from the source file 
in Table 3.1 is shown in Table 3.3. 
For Chinese stories, there is an additional problem of the absence of word 
boundary. To address this problem, we employ the dynamic programming 
technique based on the tool provided by L D C to perform sentence segmen-
tation. An example of word segmentation is shown in Table 3.4. 
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3.3 Named Entity Extraction 
As named entities can capture important semantic content to represent the 
stories, the next step is to automatically extract named entities from the 
stories. In particular, we extract three kinds of entities, namely, people 
names, geographical location names and organization names. W e investigate 
two approaches of named entity extraction. The first method is to utilize a 
named entity module in a commercial text mining product, IBM Intelligent 
Miner for Text?. However, this module can only be applied for English 
news wire stories. 
The second approach is based on transformation-based linguistic tagging 
technique. In this method, we develop a linguistic tagger, one for English 
9] and one for Chinese [18, 29]. These linguistic taggers conduct tagging for 
one sentence at a time. It tags a sentence according to the rules learned from 
training examples containing sample annotations of named entities. The orig-
inal Chinese tagging may miss some named entities due to unknown words. 
Therefore, we employ a Chinese unknown word identification approach [18 
to capture these named entities previously undetected. Together with the 
content terms produced by information retrieval techniques,component and 
content terms will be combined to represent the story. Table 3.6 depicts the 
story representation from the tagged sentences shown in Table 3.5. 
3.4 Gross Translation 
The news stream contains English as well as Chinese stories. Direct compar-
ison between Chinese and English stories is not possible. It is necessary to 
determine whether the stories, regardless of the language, are topically re-
lated. To tackle this problem, gross translation is performed on the Chinese 
2IBM Intelligent Miner for Text. URL : http://www-





五/ng 亿/mw 元/qnm。/。 
Table 3.5: An example of segmented Chinese sentence after assigning named 
entities by tagger 
< P L A C E > 
海南省 
< / P L A C E > 














</C〇NTENT T E R M >  
Table 3.6: story representation of the tagged sentence in Table 3.5 
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story representation so that we can conduct unsupervised learning on the sto-
ries under a uniform data representation. Full-fledged machine translation is 
not required since our objective is to conduct topic detection, not machine 
translation. A bilingual dictionary and a pin-yin file provided by L D C are 
used as resources. In addition to the use of the bilingual dictionary, we pro-
pose an enhanced approach for improving the translation accuracy using a 
parallel corpus provided by the Information Services Department of Hong 
Kong Special Administration Region of H K S A R as an additional resource. 
The details of the algorithm will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
3.5 Unsupervised Learning Module 
For topic tracking task, the topics are known to the system in advance and 
the stories are classified to these topics. In contrast, for topic detection, the 
system does not have knowledge on the topics before performing the task. 
The system needs to group on-topic stories or discover new topics. It is one 
of the challenges for topic detection. 
Each story is represented by a set of named entity vectors and content 
term vectors after the named entity extraction process. Clustering is con-
ducted on the story representation. Each topic includes a large number of 
stories. In order to combine stories into specific clusters effectively, unsuper-
vised learning is adopted for the topic detection task. W e have developed a 
modified agglomerative centroid clustering method for grouping related sto-
ries. Our clustering approach is organized in a hierarchically manner. Three 
kinds of elements in the clustering process, namely, story, temporary clusters 
and final clusters are introduced for different level of clusters. 
Stories and clusters are represented by vectors. Similarity between the 
corresponding kind of terms can be computed by using the cosine-similarity 
measure. Due to the variations between the clustering properties of differ-
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ent languages, we propose three normalization approaches in the clustering 
process. Topically related stories usually depends on time. To reduce the 
influence of old stories, we integrate a time adjustment scheme in calculat-
ing the similarity scores among clusters. The details will be presented in 
Chapter 6. 
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story source files in token format 
Group word tokens 
into sentence * _ 
grouped tokens 
^ ^ Reach no 
^ ^ punctuation marks  
silence period ？ 
yes 
Start a newline 
sentence 
^ ^ Reach end story  
record id, recid? ^ 
yes 
stories in sentence format 
Figure 3.2: Sentence Generation Process in Story Preprocessing Module 
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Chapter 4 
Term Extraction and Story 
Representation 
In order to capture the useful information to represent the stories, named 
entity terms will be extracted to represent the stories. W e believe that 
these terms can convey useful content of a news story. In this chapter, we 
will investigate two different approaches for extracting named entity terms. 
The first method simply uses the Feature Extraction Tool in the Intelligent 
Miner For Text package from IBM^ Presently, this tool can only be ap-
plied for processing English newswire stories. The second method is based 
on transformation-based error-driven linguistic tagging (TEL) approach de-
rived from Brill [9]. This approach can deal with both English and Chinese as 
well as newswire and broadcast stories. For Chinese stories, unknown words 
may cause incorrect segmentations of named entities degrading the results 
of extraction. Therefore, we apply unknown word identification [18] to cope 
with this problem. 
Apart from extracting named entities, we also employ information re-
trieval techniques to obtain a set of story terms suitable for the topic dis-
ijBM Intelligent Miner for Text. URL : http://www-
4.ibm.com/software/data/iminer/fortext/index.html 
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covery task. W e investigate two story representation schemes to capture the 
extracted terms to characterize a story. The first scheme follows the tradi-
tional method for story representation. The second scheme puts more em-
phasis on terms conveying important information, in particular, the named 
entity terms. The details will be described in the later section of this chapter. 
4.1 IBM Intelligent Miner For Text 
Our first method for named entity extraction makes use of a toolkit called 
Intelligent Miner for Text. It provides a comprehensive suite of text analysis 
and text search tools to automate the task on turning unstructured infor-
mation extracted from workgroup applications and large corporate solutions 
into manageable knowledge. It includes components for building scalable 
knowledge management, text mining and text search applications with en-
hanced mining functionality and capabilities to visualize results. In addition, 
complementing toolkits such as the NetQuestion Solution for Inter/Intranet 
Text-search Solutions, and a Web Crawler Package are offered. 
A wide range of Text Analysis tools are offered such as Feature Extrac-
tion Tool, Clustering Tools, a Summarization Tool and a Categorization 
Tool. The tool we employed is Feature Extraction Tool. It can automati-
cally recognize significant items in text such as names, technical terms and 
abbreviations and extract relevant textual information such as proper names 
and multi-word terms from the text. W e apply this tool to capture people 
names, organization names and location names in the stories. 
Table 4.2. gives us an example on extracting named entities from a story 
shown in Table 4.1. In this document, it includes the names of people, 
organizations and places, multiword terms, abbreviations and relations. The 
tool analyzes each story independently. It adopts robust heuristics to locate 
names and handle structural ambiguities in text. It can indicate what type 
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Indonesia has banned chicken and bird imports from Hong Kong 
and China as a precaution against bird flu, Health Minister Sujudi 
said Sunday. In a telephone interview with The Associated Press, Sujudi 
said no imports of live birds or meat from Hong Kong or China had been 
allowed since early December, when the virus was first reported. “ So 
people here do not have worry due to the fact that the virus in Hong 
Kong made us stop importing of chickens and birds," Sujudi said. He said 
the government had taken strong measures and the disease had not been 
reported in Indonesia. In Hong Kong, a 19-year-old woman has been 
hospitalized in critical condition with bird flu, the Hong Kong government 
said Saturday. She was diagnosed as the 16th person to contract the 
disease, all in Hong Kong, the statement said. Four of the 16 have died. 
Last week, the Hong Kong government ordered the slaughter of 1.3 million 
chickens and birds in a bid to control the virus. But critics fear the 
killings won't be enough to stop its spread. 
Table 4.1: A sample input story for IBM Intelligent Miner for Text 
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imzxrun - Linguistic Feature Extraction (document analysis) Version 2.3 
<IMZ ID>input.txt<IMZ ID> 
<IMZ C〇 N T E N T > 
N C 1 Associated Press O R G 
N C 2 China P L A C E 
N C 3 Health Minister Sujudi P E R S O N 
N C 7 Hong Kong P L A C E 
N C 2 Indonesia P L A C E 
</IMZ C O N T E N T〉 
<!——> 
Table 4.2: The named entities extracted from the text in Table 4.1 
of entity the name refers to. In addition, it identifies vocabulary that occurs 
in the automatically built dictionary. This can be used to determine that 
several different items are variants of the same feature and assign a statistical 
significance measure. 
After we conducted some investigation and experiments, we discovered 
that the terms extracted by this tool are not suitable for topic detection. 
Although the tool has a high precision, the recall is not satisfactory enough. 
Therefore, many named entity terms cannot be identified in the story rep-
resentation which eventually affect the performance of the detection task. 
Furthermore, the tool is only available to handle English newswire stories 
only. It cannot handle English broadcast stories and Chinese stories in a 
proper way. Therefore, we develop another approach to extract named enti-
ties from stories. 
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4.2 Transformation-based Error-driven Learn-
ing 
W e develop another approach for capturing named entities from Transformation-
based Error-driven Learning (TEL) tagger. This approach was first proposed 
by Brill [9]. It integrates the merits of rule-based and data-driven techniques. 
T E L tagging is a corpus-based natural language processing method and it is 
able to handle the intricate complexities of language. Hence, it has been suc-
cessfully applied to numerous natural language problems, such as word sense 
disambiguation, prepositional phrase attachment disambiguation, syntactic 
parsing [6, 7, 8] and machine translation [37]. By employing the linguis-
tic tagger, people names, geographical location names and the organization 
names can be extracted automatically. This approach can deal with English 
and Chinese as well as newswire and broadcast stories. There two steps for 
the transformation-based error-driven approach: learning and tagging. 
The TEL approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. First, the unannotated 
corpus is passed through an initial state annotator to produce the annotated 
text. The preliminary output is compared with the truth tags specified in the 
manually annotated corpus. Transformation rules which maximize the error 
correction are proposed. A list of transformations learned will be applied to 
the annotated text again and a new set of proposed rules is learned. The 
learning process iterates until no minimum counts of errors can be reduced. 
Finally, a compact rule set encoding the contextual and lexical constraints 
for tagging has learned and it will be employed to refine the named entity 
tags for further processing. 
To handle Chinese stories, we adopt the tagger developed by Meng and Ip 
18, 29]. This tagger is able to handle unknown words in Chinese. To handle 
English stories, we design a new tag set and conduct a training procedure to 
learn the extraction rules. 
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4.2.1 Learning Stage 
To conduct learning of a compact set of rules for tagging English, we make 
use of a manually annotated large corpus of English stories. The English 
stories are taken from Associated Press 1990 and New York Times. It also 
consists of the tags designed specifically for representing the named entities. 
In the following, we will describe a simple rule-based approach to automate 
the learning of linguistic knowledge. 
In our learning task, we have prepared 9,791 manually tagged sentences 
as our training corpus. W e equally divided the corpus into ten subparts and 
we iterated the learning process with augmenting the training set by one 
subpart. 
广 •’ ’ � 
UNANNOTATED TEXT 
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Figure 4.1: System Flow of Transformation-based Error-driven Learning 
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4.2.2 Design of New Tags 
Named entity terms are usually expressed as multiple word tokens. The 
existing tagger will lose some useful information as it can only handle single 
named entity terms word token in the extraction process. To cope with 
multiple tokens, we have designed a new tag set to indicate the relationship 
between the word tokens of the named entity terms. 
To conduct named entities extraction on multiple named entity tokens, we 
design each named entity tag into four types, namely —UNIQUE，-START, 
- C O N T I N U E and —END. Each of them indicates the position of the word 
token to the named entity term. The meaning of each type are: 
• -UNIQUE denotes that the named entity term is a single word token 
term; 
• -START denotes that the token is the first token of the multiple token 
named entity term; 
• .CONTINUE denotes that the token is in the middle of the multiple 
token named entity terms; and 
• -END denotes that the token is the last token of the multiple token 
named entity term. 
Specifically, the person named entity will be decomposed into PERSON—UNIQUE, 
PERSON-START, PERSON—CONTINUE, and PERSON—END. Similarly, 
the geographical location named entity will be expressed as PLACE—UNIQUE, 
PLACE-START, PLACE—CONTINUE, and PLACE—END. The organization 
named entity will be expressed as ORG.UNIQUE, ORG_START, ORG_C〇NTINUE, 
and ORG_END. Fig. 4.2 shows an example of named entity tags. 
From the new tags, we can recognize whether the named entity is a single 
or multiple named entities terms. W e can capture the relationship between 
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-Bill Clinton 
-World Trade Organization 
-New Zealand 
-Australia 
i z  





Figure 4.2: Example of Tagging with Enhanced Named Entity Tags 
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the tokens and its neighboring tokens from the interpretable representation. 
Therefore, we can extract the meaningful and complete named entity infor-
mation from the linguistic content. 
W e split this training corpus into two halves. The first half is employed 
to train the lexical rules and the second half is for the contextual rules. 
4.2.3 Lexical Rules Learning 
Lexical rules are applied for predicting the most likely tag for unknown words 
based on the characteristics of the word and the adjacent word cooccurrence. 
Before we start the training process, three word lists should be prepared. 
1. Big Wordlist 
It is a list of all words occurred in the untagged corpus sorted by de-






參• • • • • 
2. Small Wordtaglist 
It is a list with the number of times a word is tagged with a tag in the 
tagged corpus. For example, 
, , 1979 
the DT 1845 
. . 1 6 7 7 
to TO 864 
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of IN 857 
參•會 • • • 
The second list means the word 'the' is tagged as 'DT' - Determiner 
for 1845 times. In the list, if there is a term associated with more than 
one type of tags, it will appear as the same number as its possible tags. 
For example, Arthur can be a person name or a company name if it 
appears as Arthur Andersen Co. Ltd. Then, this word will appear 
twice in the word list as : 
Arthur PERSON 5 
Arthur ORG 3 
3. Big Bigram List 





• • • • • • 
The lexical rule learning process is depicted as Fig. 4.3. The lexical rule 
learner derives the lexical rules with the assistance of suffix/prefix relation-
ship provided by the wordlist, statistic provided by the wordtaglist and the 
lexical relationship provided by the bigramlist. With reference to the criteria 
stated in the transformation templates, a list of lexical rules will be produced 
for tagging unknown word. 
After training, a list of lexical rules will have been learned, which can be 
used to predict the most likely tag for unknown words. The real numbers 
output in the last field of each rule are the scores of the rules. Some examples 
of learned lexical rules are shown below: 
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untagged corpus manually 
tagged corpus / \ 1 
WORDLIST BIGRAM WORDTAG 
MAKER GENERATOR COUNTER 
small ^ ^ 
big wordlist wordtaglist big bigram xrx "St 
LEXICAL RULE 
LEARNER 
lexical rules set 
Figure 4.3: Process of Lexical Rule Learning 
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• Example 1 
< Tag_old word�ncluded fhassuf/fliaspref n Tag—new score > 
This rule indicates that if the token, word-included, in the sentence 
includes the n-character suffix or prefix, the Tag_old assigned to the token 
will be changed to the tag Tag—new . 
e.g. 
Rule 1 : < nson hassuf 4 PERSONJEND 3 > 
Sentence 1 : K./PERSON_START Johnson/PERSON_END was/VBD 
arraigned/VBN on/IN four/CD counts/NNS of/IN kidnapping/NN 
This rule indicates that if the token includes nson as the suffix, PER-
S O N _ E N D will be directly assigned as the tag of the token. As Johnson 
includes the characters nson, the tag is assigned to be P E R S O N J E N D 
after applying the Rule 1 on Sentence 1。 
• Example 2 
< Tag—old word—token fgoodleft/fgoodright Tag—new n > 
This rule indicates that if the word is just the left or the right word of 
word_token, then Tag_old will be transformed to Tag—new . 
e.g. 
Rule 2 : < NNP said fgoodleft PERSON—UNIQUE 81.548533 > 
Sentence 2 : Mary/PERSON_UNIQUE said/VBD ./• 
The rule indicates that the tag of a token after 'said' should be assigned 
as P E R S O N type. Therefore, 'Mary' is recognized as a person name in 
Sentence 2. 
The rule set learnt will assign an initial tag to each unknown token based 
on the lexical cues. However, some content or properties included in the con-
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text can provide cues to improve accuracy on tagging. Therefore, contextual 
rules are learnt to correct the errors produced by lexical rules. 
4.2.4 Contextual Rules Learning 
After providing the initial guess by the lexical rules, contextual rules will be 
applied to improve tagging accuracy based on contextual cues. In general, 
stochastic n-gram taggers and non-lexicalized transformation-based tagger 
establish the transformation templates without making reference to words. 
As a result, many critical relationships, such as that between two consecutive 
words or tags will be ignored. To incorporate the word classes into the 
rule-based learner for overcoming this problem, the contextual rule learner 
learns transformations based on the information offered by the training set 
to maximize overall tagging accuracy in handling multiple word tokens. 
As contextual rules are constructed by referring the words and word pairs, 
we need to create a lexicon to include a list of all tags seen for every word in 
the training corpus, with one tag labeled as the most likely. The format of 
the training lexicon is: 
< Wordi Tagi Tags Tags Tag肌 > 
< Word2 Tagi Tag2 Tagn > 
• • •蠢參謇！^^ 
where Wordi is the word token appeared in the training set and Tag) is the 
tag associated with Word;. Tagi is the most likely tag for each word. But 
no particular order from Tag2 to Tag饥.For example, 
< Johnson PERSON ORG > 
• • • • • • ^^  
It indicates that Johnson is most frequent to be a person name. But it 
is also part of an organization name when it appears as Johnson k Johnson 
Co. Ltd. The tag sets are used for calculating the possibility of a word to 
be assigned as the possible tags during transformation. 
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lexical rules training lexicon 
START-STATE 
TAGGER 
CONrT工UAL ^ _ reference 
LEARNER corpus 
contextual rules 
Figure 4.4: Process of Contextual Rule Learning 
The process of learning contextual rules is illustrated as Fig. 4.4. The 
start-state tagger naively labels the most likely tag to each word with high 
accuracy in the training lexicon. In handling unknown words, lexical rules as-
sign tags according to the lexical cues. Initially, start-state annotator assigns 
unknown words as proper noun for capitalized word and common noun. The 
contextual rule learner employs every possible transformation to the training 
corpus. These transformation rules are confined to the application within at 
most seven words, from three word preceding to three word after the current 
word. Next, the learner will make use of the annotated text to measure the 
effect of transformation on tagging accuracy. A set of rules with greatest 
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number of error reduction will be learnt. This transformation process will 
be applied on the entire training set iteratively until no proposed rules can 
reduce errors beyond some prespecified threshold. Some examples of the 
contextual rules are: 
• Example 1 
< Tagl Tag2 PREV10R20R3TAG Tag3 > 
This rule indicates that if previous one, two or three tags are tagged as 
Tag3 , then Tagl should be changed to Tag2. 
e.g. 
Rule 1: < P E R S O N — U N I Q U E P E R S O N J E N D P R E V 1 0 R 2 0 R 3 T A G 
P E R S O N - S T A R T > 
Sentence 1 : Bill/PERSON—START Clinton/PERSON—UNIQUE ... 
參•鲁 
� Bill/PERSON_START Clinton/PERSONJEND  
Presently, 'Bill' is tagged as P E R S O N— S T A R T , which indicates the 
surname and 'Clinton' is initially tagged as P E R S O N—UN I Q U E， w h i c h 
indicates this is the only word in the person name. However, it is obvious 
that 'Clinton' is the last name in the multiple words. Therefore, the rules 
will transform P E R S O N — U N I Q U E to P E R S O N J E N D , which indicates 
the last name. 
• Example 2 
< Tagl Tag2 PREVTAG STAART > 
This rule denotes that if the previous tag is the start or end of sentence 
symbol (STAART), the tag assigned with Tagl will be changed to Tag2 • 
e.g. 
Rule 2 : < ORG_CONTINUE ORG一START PREVTAG STAART > 
Sentence 2 : World/ORG_CONTINUE Trade/ORG—CONTINUE Or-
ganization/ORG _END  
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r：^  World/ORG-START Trade/ORG—CONTINUE Organization/ORG_END 
••參 •參 * 
In this example, the token 'World' is at the beginning of the sentence. 
However, it is tagged as ORG—CONTINUE , the middle position of the or-
ganization name. According to the contextual rule learned, the token 'World' 
will be corrected to ORG_START because the previous tag is at the begin-
ning of the sentence. 
Stories can be tagged once the lexical rules and contextual rules are ready. 
Lexical rules are derived from the lexical cues of the word such as prefixes, 
suffixes, infixes and adjacent word cooccurrence to change the guess with 
most likely tags. The learner is extended such that a rule is allowed to 
consider parts of speech, words and word classes for rules considering the 
contextual information. As a result, the accuracy in automated tagging can 
be significantly improved. 
4.3 Extracting Named Entities Using Learned 
Rules 
Once the transformation rules have been learned, they will be adopted by 
the linguistic tagger to tag a story. The T E L tagger can be divided into two 
parts, namely start-state tagger and final-state tagger. In addition, a lexicon, 
a bigram list, a set of lexical rules and contextual rules will be employed in 
the tagging process. 
1. Lexicon 
It is a list of words with the tags seen for each word in the training 
corpus. The first tag is the most likely tag for the word and no par-
ticular order afterwards. It is utilized for assigning initial tags to the 
word and calculating the likelihood of the transformation. The lexicon 
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we employed depends on the corpus we wish to tag. Currently, we will 
conduct the corpus-based tagging on the T D T corpus, so we extract 
some English newswire stories from the corpus in the T D T corpus to 
be our training set. 
2. Bigrams List 
It is a list of adjacent word pairs seen in the training corpus. It is used 
to apply transformations such as "change the tag from X to Y if 
word Z ever appears to the right.". 
3.Lexical Rule Set 
It is a list of transformations employed for predicting initial tagging 
of the unknown word on the basis of the lexical knowledge embedded 
in the text. This set of rules is learnt from the transformation-based 
error-driven learning process described above. 
4. Contextual Rule Set 
It is a list of transformations derived from the contextual information 
to improve tagging accuracy. Same as lexical rules, they are trained in 
the learning process mentioned. 
After the corpus has been prepared for the pre-tagged format, the transformation-
based error-driven learning tagging will be conducted as shown in Fig. 4.5 
Initially, the start-state tagger reads each word token in the story and 
assigns the most possible tags from the reference lexicon to them. Next, 
the state tagger applies the lexical rules to tag the unknown words based 
on the lexical knowledge leaned from the reference corpus. However, it is 











word tokens tagged with the 
most likely tag in lexicon 
and unknown word tagged 
by lexical rules 
f \ 
CONTEXTUAL ^ FINAL-STATE 
RULES TAGGER \  
tagged corpus with named entities 
Figure 4.5: Extracting Named Entities Using Learned Rules 
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useful information, such as the relationship between the word and the pre-
vious word, or the relationship between the tag and its previous tag, has 
been encoded in the context. Therefore, the tag of a word token should be 
considered with the contextual cues provided in the stories. The final-state 
tagger applies the contextual rules to perform transformations in the final 
stage. After the transformations have been completed, the terms tagged as 
specific named entities will be extracted to represent the story. 
Although the transformation-based linguistic tagger gives us high accu-
racy on extracting named entities terms, there are still some errors in the 
tagging procedure. From our observation on the tagged stories, we discover 
that the first token of the named entities tagged by the tagger usually has a 
higher accuracy. To maintain the robustness of its performance, we design 
the following algorithm: 
1. If a single named entity single token is tagged as —START, - C O N T I N U E 
or -END, the tag will change to —UNIQUE of the same type of named 
entity. 
2. If the start token of the multiple named entity tokens is tagged as 
-CONTINUE, -END or 一 U N I Q U E , the tag will change to —START of 
the same type of named entity. 
3. If the middle token of the multiple named entity tokens is tagged as 
-START, -END or —UNIQUE, the tag will change to —CONTINUE of 
the same type of named entity as the beginning. 
4. If the last token of the multiple named entity tokens is tagged as 
—START, —CONTINUE or —UNIQUE, the tag will change to -END of 
the same type of named entity as the beginning. 
For example, "World Trade Organization" may be mistakenly tagged as: 
World/ORG_UNIQUE Trade/PL ACE-CONTINUE Organization/ORG_CONTINUE 
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Using the above algorithm, we will rectify it to be: 
World/ORG_START Trade/PLACE_CONTINUE Organization/ORG_CONTINUE 
Then, we will extract the series of same typed named entity word tokens 
together to be the named entity term. 
4.4 Story Representation 
Chinese stories are represented by Chinese terms. Likewise, English stories 
are represented by English terms. Each term is associated with a term weight. 
W e first describe a basic traditional story representation scheme. Then we 
present an enhanced representation scheme suitable for topic detection pur-
pose. 
4.4.1 Basic Representation 
Named entity feature representation is composed of three components: peo-
ple name component, geographical location name component and organiza-
tion name component. Each component is represented by a set of terms with 
corresponding weights. In basic representation, we extract all these named 
entity components as well as story content terms. Then these terms together 
construct a single vector representation for the story. 
The story representation can be expressed as: 
where 
w{S, U) represents the weight of the corresponding extracted term U in story 
S. 
There are several factors determining the weight of the terms. The first 
factor is the relative location of the terms in the story. For news articles, 
the content in the first few lines are usually more important. Subsequent 
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paragraphs only give the details and the additional information about the 
incident. W e design an Importance Factor to represent the degree of impor-
tance of the story terms within a story. Higher scores will be assigned to 
the terms located in earlier sentences in the story. The Importance Factor, 
/(5, t), of term t in of story S as: 
/ X (E-i] + (L- l) (s, - l ) 
^ ‘ tr 丑一1 
\ / 
where 
E is the total number of sentences in the story; Si is the sentence number 
of the z-th occurrence of the term t; and L is a predefined bound associated 
with the last sentence and it should be set [0,1 . 
Besides using the Importance Factor, we consider the impact of the term 
in the news collection by document frequency. Let D(S, t) be the incremental 
document frequency of the term t in story S respectively. It is defined as the 
number of document in the collection having the term t. The final weight of 
the story terms representing the story will be computed as: 
w {S, t) 二 / {S, t) D {S, t) 
After the computation, the top-ranked terms will be selected to represent the 
story. An example of story representation on basic representation is shown 
in Table 4.3. The weight reflects the importance of the term to the story. 
Therefore, the higher the weight is, the more important the term is. Top five 
named entity terms and ten stemmed [34] content terms with highest weight 
are extracted to represent the story in the example. 
4.4.2 Enhanced Representation 
W e propose a more effective representation of a story capturing named entity 
components. In this representation scheme, there are two types of vectors, 
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< T E R M > 
1731 1.000000 Times 1525 0.260723 David Mbwankiem 
1120 0.674842 Germany 1066 0.121844 januari 
1420 0.558068 Moscow 2886 0.120333 hospit 
1324 0.533672 Jiang Zemin 1430 0.116172 resort 
1465 0.521818 Hanoi 1431 0.116172 two-week 
1466 0.521818 Berlin 1429 0.116172 arriv 
1672 0.482374 Royal Air Force 1432 0.116172 servic 
1469 0.463219 Democratic Party 1452 0.105695 surgeri 
1862 0.458929 Soviet Union 1451 0.105695 bypass 
1421 0.428336 China 1328 0.105292 holidai 
1463 0.348969 Peter Hintze 160 0.101680 ail 
1972 0.308836 Simon 
1865 0.284122 The Associated Press 
1523 0.260723 Vincent Mulumba 
< / T E R M > 
Table 4.3: An example of basic story representation for English story 
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namely named entity feature representation and content terms representa-
tion, instead of using a single vector representation of the extracted terms. 
The named entity feature representation can be expressed by three compo-
nents, namely, people names, geographical location names, and organization 
names. Thus, a story is represented in a four-dimensional vector space. 
Specifically, the people name component is expressed as: 
where 
w(j5,pi) represents the weight of the corresponding people name Pi in story 
5. 
Similarly, the geographical location name and organization name components 
are expressed as: 
li),w(S, k), •.. } 
\w{S, Oi),w{S, 02)，…} 
where 
w{S, li) represents the weight of the corresponding geographical location 
name k in story 5; and w{S, Oi) represents the weight of the correspond-
ing organization name Oi in story S. 
In addition to the named entity feature representation, there is a content 
term representation. The content term representation is expressed as: 
where 
w{S,Ci) represents the weight of the corresponding content term q in story 
S. 
Similar to the basic representation, topest K-ih. terms of each component 
will constitute the named entity feature vectors and content term vector to 
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represent a story. An example of story representation with five highest weight 
named entity terms and top ten scored content terms are shown in Table 4.4. 
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< P E R S O N > < T E R M > 
1324 0.533672 Jiang Zemin 1066 0.121844 januari 
1463 0.348969 Peter Hintze 2886 0.120333 hospit 
1972 0.308836 Simon 1430 0.116172 resort 
1523 0.260723 Vincent Mulumba 1431 0.116172 two-week 
1525 0.260723 David Mbwankiem 1429 0.116172 arriv 
〈 / P E R S O N〉 1432 0.116172 servic 
< P L A C E > 1452 0.105695 surgeri 
1120 0.674842 Germany 1451 0.105695 bypass 
1420 0.558068 Moscow 1328 0.105292 holidai 
1465 0.521818 Hanoi 160 0.101680 ail 
1466 0.521818 Berlin < / T E R M > 
1421 0.428336 China 
< / P L A C E > 
< O R G > 
1731 1.000000 Times 
1672 0.482374 Royal Air Force 
1469 0.463219 Democratic Party 
1862 0.458929 Soviet Union 
865 0.284122 The Associated Press 
< / O R G > 




One requirement of the multi-lingual event detection task is to determine 
whether multi-lingual stories are reporting the same event. To tackle this 
problem, we conduct translation on the story representation of Chinese sto-
ries into English so that we can perform unsupervised learning on an uniform 
data representation. Gross translation approach is adopted instead of full-
fledged machine translation since our objective is to translate Chinese terms 
adequately for topic detection purpose. As a result, Chinese stories are able 
to compare with English stories for content analysis. 
Bilingual dictionary based translation has been broadly applied in vari-
ous information retrieval projects such as query expansion and topic tracking 
5, 24, 25, 28, 31, 33]. In this chapter, we will describe the two translation 
approaches we have developed for translating Chinese text into English. Fur-
thermore, we will present how we incorporate these translation approaches 
into our topic detection task. 
5.1 Basic Translation 
In order to obtain the English translation of the Chinese terms, a bilingual 
dictionary and a pin-yin file provided by Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) 
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are used. The format of the bilingual dictionary and the pin-yin file are 
shown in Table 5.1. and Table 5.2 respectively. In the bilingual dictionary, 
each entry consists of a Chinese term with its translation set. Each Chinese 
term may have more than one translation. For the pin-yin file, each Chinese 
character is associated with its pin-yin and the tonality. If the character can 
be pronounced as more than one tone, the number of entries of that character 
will be the same as the number of tonality. 
W e first look up the Chinese term in the bilingual dictionary and ob-
tain the corresponding set of English translation terms. If the corresponding 
translation does not exist for the people name component and the geograph-
ical location name component, we obtain the translation by means of the 
pin-yin of the Chinese terms because most Chinese proper names are pre-
sented in the pin-yin system. The procedure is shown as Fig. 5.1. 
For instance, we need to obtain the translation of ‘李瑞环，.We first 
look up the Chinese term in the bilingual dictionary. However, we cannot 
find this entry in the dictionary. So, there is no English translation for this 
term. As it is a Chinese person name, we obtain its pin-yin to represent the 
translated term. Usually, the first character of the surname and the last name 
is expressed in Capital Letter. Therefore, we use 'Li Ruihuan' to represent 
the translation of ‘李瑞环，.Similarly, we cannot find the corresponding entry 
for ‘淮河，in the dictionary. Thus, 'Huaihe' is used to replace the translation 
to represent the story. 
In general, a set of English terms is obtained when looking up the bilingual 
dictionary for a Chinese term. The translated English terms will then replace 
the native Chinese terms to represent the story. Table 5.4 shows an example 
on a story representation translated from Table 5.3. 
Most Chinese terms have more than one English entries in the dictionary. 
Since they have the same meaning as the Chinese terms, the weights of those 
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巴不得 /anxious/look forward to/earnestly wish for/ 
巴布内斯瓦尔 /Bhubaneswar / 
巴布亚新几内亚 /Papau New Guinea/Papua New Guinea/ 
巴德诺赫-斯特拉斯佩/Badenodi & Strathspey/ 
巴东 /Padang/ 
柏林 /Berlin/ 
柏林墙 /Berlin Wall/ 
百 /hundred/ 
百般 /in hundred and one ways/by every means/ 
百倍 /a hundredfold/a hundred times/ 
百分 /percent / percentage/ 
百分比 /percentage/ 























( ^ ^ ^ Translated 
Yes 
Bilingual ^ ^ Is the English ^ ^ English 
Dictionary ^^^^二^^^ terms 
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Is it No 
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Figure 5.1: The Process of Basic Translation 
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< / P E R S O N > 





< / P L A C E > 




< / O R G > 





< / T E R M > 
Table 5.3: The Chinese Story Representation 
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< P E R S O N > < T E R M > 
Jiang Zemin 1.0000 statistics 1.0000 
Qian Qichen 0.9000 percent 0.9000 
Li Ruihuan 0.8000 important 0.4000 
Clinton 0.7000 major 0.4000 
〈 / P E R S O N〉 significant 0.4000 
< P L A C E > great 0.2000 
Great Hall of the People 0.9000 …… 





United States 0.2000 
U S A 0.2000 
The United States 0.2000 
< / P L A C E > 
< O R G > 
South China Morning Post 0.7000 
University of South Carolina 0.6000 
< / O R G > 
Table 5.4: The Translated Chinese Story Representation 
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translated English terms will be computed as: 
(Q .、川、s, t) 
U) = N 
where 
N is the total number of translated English terms for the Chinese term t; 
and w{S, Q is the term weight of the translated English terms U for the 
Chinese story term t in story S. 
Recall from the above example，there is a Chinese term ‘中国，with 
term weight 1.0000. there are two translation entries, namely, 'Chinese' and 
'China' in the bilingual dictionary. Then, the system will assign the value 
1.0000/2 to the weight to each translated English term. Thus, the weight of 
both 'Chinese' and 'China' are 0.5000 in the translated Chinese story repre-
sentation. Furthermore, if different Chinese terms have the same translated 
term, we add the weight of the terms together. For example, both ‘重大， 
and '重要，have the same translation 'important', 'major' and 'significant'. 
Hence, we combine the weights of the translated terms together. 
Suppose ‘重大，has four translations, namely, 'great', 'important', 'major', 
and 'significant'. 
切(S/重大，J = w(&‘重大，)/4 = 0.2000 
where v can be 'great', 'important', 'major', and 'significant'. 
Similarly, ‘重要，has three translations, namely, 'important', ‘major,, and 
'signficant，. Then, 
W W重要 ,”） =重要， ) / 3 二 0.2000 
where v can be 'important', 'major', and 'significant'. 
Hence, 
w(S, 'important') 
=重要，‘important') + 重大， 
Hmportant') 
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=0.2000 + 0.2000 
0.4000 
Also, w{S, 'important') = w{S, 'major') = w{S, 'significant') 二 0.4000. 
After the appropriate translation is applied on the Chinese terms, the 
whole story will be represented by English story terms. This new represen-
tation will be used in unsupervised learning task for discovering new topics. 
5.2 Enhanced Translation 
Sometimes, direct translation from bilingual dictionary contains a bag of in-
appropriate words in representing the original term. In order to improve the 
accuracy of the terms translation process, we propose an enhanced approach 
by utilizing a parallel corpus in addition to the use of bilingual dictionary. 
Specifically, the weights of translated English terms are adjusted by using 
the information contained in the parallel corpus. A typical parallel corpus is 
aligned by stories. W e currently make use of the parallel corpus collection 
on Chinese and English news items from the Information Services Depart-
ment of Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) of the People's 
Republic of China. The current collection contains news items, which are 
story-aligned, released by H K S A R from July 1，1997 to April 30, 1999. 
5.2.1 Parallel Corpus Alignment Approach 
W e transform a typical story-aligned parallel corpus into a passage-aligned 
corpus via an automated procedure. A statistical length-based approach is 
employed to identify matching passages between English and Chinese sto-
ries. A passage is basically a sentence or a sequence of related sentences. 
W e follow text alignment technique proposed by W u [44] to perform such 
transformation. The length-based alignment approach is described below. 
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Our aim is to maximize the probability over all possible alignments, given 
a pair of parallel stories as: 
m a x P r (取 c) (^ -l) 
where 
A is the alignment of English story Se with Chinese story S。 
By making an approximation that the probabilities of the individual 
aligned pairs of passage within a story are independent, the alignment prob-
abilities of a pair of stories can be converted into the passage level as: 
Fl{A\Se^S,)^l[{FT{A\Pe,Pc)) (5.2) 
where 
Pe and Pc indicate the English passage and the Chinese passage respectively. 
By combining with the approximation of Eq. 5.2，the maximum approxi-
mation in Eq. 5.1 to the alignment probabilities can be easily converted into 
a minimum-sum problem as: 
maxPr(A|5e,^c) ^ maxj]^ (Pr(A|Pe, i^ c)) 
=minE-log(Pr(A|Pe,^c)) 
The minimization problem can be solved by dynamic programming approach. 
Our first goal, therefore, is to find the value of Pr(A|Pe, Pc) by analyzing 
the length of the passages. The G B hybrid English-Chinese encoding sys-
tem is used for Chinese stories. Thus, we count Chinese characters including 
occasional English proper names and abbreviations, as well as Chinese punc-
tuation marks as having a length of two and each English or punctuation 
character as having a length of one. 
The distributions can be easily estimated by applying the Bayes' Rule: 
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where 
Pr(A) is a normalizing constant that can be ignored during minimization. 
In finding any two pairs in a proposed alignment, the value of Pr(Pe, Pc\A) 
can be estimated according to the Gaussian distribution. W e follow the distri-
bution suggested in [44]. The mean number of Chinese characters generated 
by each English character is 0.506, with a standard deviation of 0.166. Let 
le and Ic be the length of a Chinese passage and the corresponding length 
of English passage. W e assume that the expression {k - 0.56^ is normally 
distributed, following Gale and Church [14]. This Gaussian variable can be 
normalized into a standard form as: 
le - Q.5Q6^ c 
V^c - 0.1662= 
Therefore, Pr(Pe,^c|^) can be estimated according to the above Gaussian 
distribution. 
Moreover, in estimating Pr(Pe, Pc), the priors over six categories of align-
ment on passages are established. They are 0-for-l, 1-for-O, 1-for-l, 2-for-l, 
l-for-2 and 2-for-2 mapping from English passage to Chinese passage. These 
probabilities are directly taken from [44]. By applying the above statisti-
cal length-based alignment approach, we can refine the story-aligned parallel 
corpus into passage aligned level. 
Some examples of the result of the alignment process are shown in Ta-
ble 5.5. 
5.2.2 Enhanced Translation Approach 
With the assistance of the passage-aligned parallel corpus, we can obtain 
more information on the translation instead of solely using the bilingual 
dictionary and the pin-yin file. The translated English terms returned by the 
bilingual dictionary or the pin-yin file of the Chinese term will be emphasized 
if it appears more frequently in the parallel corpus. W e impose heavier 
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One Chinese passage One English passage 
一项庄严肃穆富历史意义的仪式标志 A solemn, historic ceremony has 
中华人民共和国对香港恢复行使主权。 marked the resumption of the exercise 
of sovereignty over Hong Kong by the 
People's Republic of China. 
One Chinese passage Two English passages 
英国皇储威尔斯亲王与中华人民共和国 His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales 
国家主席江泽民均在仪式上致辞，仪式 and the President of the People's Republic 
於六月三十日午夜至七月一日凌晨举行 of China (PRC) and Mr Jiang Zemin both 
，并向全世界直播。 spoke at the ceremony, which straddled 
midnight of June 30 and July 1. 
The ceremony was telecast live around 
the world. 
Two Chinese passages One English passages  
路政署今日（星期五)建议扩阔介乎签湾 Sham Tseng in Tsuen W a n from a single 
第二区及深井之间的一段青山公路,以应 two-lane carriageway to a dual two-lane 
付因油掛头,深井及青龙头的发展而增加 road to cater for increased traffic 
的交通量。 resulting from developments in Yau 
K a m Tau, Sham Tseng and Tsing Lung Tau. 
这段道路尉由现时的双程单线行车道， 
扩阔为双程双线分隔行车道。 
Table 5.5: Examples of the result of the alignment process 
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weights to the most likely translation terms. This approach will be more 
accurate and specific in providing clues to the term translation process. 
For each Chinese story term, we use a similarity-based retrieval technique 
36] to retrieve the top ranked Chinese passages in the parallel corpus that are 
relevant to the Chinese term by posing the Chinese term as a query. Then we 
acquire the corresponding English passages, aligned from the above mapping 
approach, of those Chinese passages. W e match each translated English term 
with extracted English passages to count the occurrence frequency of each 
translation term. Finally, we will assign a weight reflecting how accurate each 
English translated term is to the Chinese story term using some statistical 
information. An example is shown as follows. 
For example, a Chinese term ‘中国，can be translated into 'China' and 
'Chinese' in English from the dictionary. W e first retrieve the relevant Chi-
nese passages containing the Chinese term ‘中国，.Suppose three Chinese 
























Then, the corresponding English passages are extracted as follows: 
"First, we are proud to be part of China. W e in Hong Kong 
very much want to see a successful and stable China playing an 
important role in world affairs. Second, the Mainland China is 
our biggest trading partner - we have a vested interest, that's 
clear. Third, the Mainland Chinese market is so huge that it 
is surely a matter of necessity, and for the system itself, that it 
should be fully incorporated. W e wish to see steady but faster 
progress being made towards China's accession. This will not 
only preserve the integrity of the multi-lateral trading system, 
but also enhance it considerably." 
"The results of the policy of economic reform and opening since 
1978 has been for everybody to see. The progress made in the 
decades of the 90's has been especially astounding. The fact is 
China's position in the international community has been rising 
because of the recognition of the achievements of China during 
this decade. The continued stable and successful development will 
have a profound and positive improvement, will have a profound 
and positive impact on the continued prosperity and stability here 
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in Hong Kong. W e certainly need to do our part in Hong Kong in 
contributing towards China's continued successful development." 
"Unswervingly carrying out its policy of opening-up, China will 
work energetically to embrace the world by continuing to improve 
its all-directional, multi-layered and extensive opening pattern. 
The economic development of China is closely linked with that 
of the world. A prosperous Chinese economy needs a substantial 
absorption of advanced technologies, capital and management ex-
pertise from abroad. To meet the needs under the new situation 
of reform, opening-up and economic development, the Chinese 
Government has decide d to further lower its tariff level by 26 per 
cent in general and adopt preferential policies on the access of new 
and high-tech equipment and practical advanced technologies to 
China. China's vast market and enormous growth potential will 
undoubtedly provide even more opportunities for its cooperation 
partners and instill fresh vigor into global and regional economic 
development." 
By accumulating the number of occurrences of the translation terms 
within all extracted English passages, we found that 'China' appears eleven 
times within three passages and 'Chinese' appears three times in two passages 
only, we compute the Usage Factor for the translated terms. The factor is 
computed as: 
^i=l{fti * fdi) 
where 
N represents the number of translation terms of the Chinese term; t。rep-
resents the Chinese term; tt represents the translated English term; fu rep-
resents the accumulated term frequency of the i-th English translate term 
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within the extracted English passages; and fdi represents the accumulated 
document frequency of the z-th English translate term within the extracted 
English passages. 
Thus, 
[/(‘ 中国，，‘C"zna') 二 (11 二3*2) = 0.8667 ； and 
= 二 0.1333 • 
These factors is then combined with the original Chinese term weight and 
the final weight of each translated term can be obtained as: 
where 
w{S, tt) represent the final term weight of the translated U in story St. 
Returning to the above example, we obtain: 
w{S, 'China') = 0.8667 * 1.000 二 0.8667 ； and 
w{S, 'Chinese') = 0.1333 * 1.000 = 0.1333 • 
It reflects the fact that the term 'China' contribute more than the term 
'Chinese' for representing the Chinese term (中国，.Thus, this weighting 
approach can improve the accuracy in translation by putting more emphasis 
on the most popular translation terms and eliminating the irrelevant terms. 
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Chapter 6 
Unsupervised Learning Module 
After the stories are processed to become an uniform representation, they 
will be passed into the unsupervised learning module to conduct topic dis-
covery process. Our topic discovery module consists of two main components, 
namely, Similarity Calculation and Related Elements Combination. In this 
chapter, we will discuss the overview of our discovery algorithm and look 
into the details for each component. W e will also introduce the topic rep-
resentation and the similarity calculation scheme. Moreover, it is common 
that stories within a short time interval are discussing similar topics. In 
view of this, we introduce a time adjustment scheme to deal with this phe-
nomenon. Furthermore, different languages may have different performance 
of the unsupervised learning process. To take into account the effect of dif-
ferent characteristics of Chinese or English, a language normalization scheme 
is applied in our clustering process. 
6.1 Overview of the Discovery Algorithm 
The topic discovery module conducts incremental unsupervised learning. It 
aims at automatically detecting new topics when the stories arrive. It pro-
cesses stories in chronological order from different sources. Each source file is 
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assumed to produce a number of stories, say 25 to 40, over a specific period of 
time on a given date. For example, a data file named 19980101_0016_1116_XIN_MAN.tkn 
indicates that the file contains the stories from 00:16 to 11:16 on 1st Jan, 1998 
from Xinhua News Agency. W h e n a batch of stories from a source are re-
ceived by the system, this system needs to decide, for each story, whether 
it is related to an existing topic or a new topic. The topic discovery mod-
ule allows the topic identification to be deferred until a certain number of 
subsequent batches of stories are read chronologically into the system. This 
amount is controlled by a parameter called the deferral period , the number 
of batches that the system has read before the topic identification decisions 
need to be made. 
At the beginning of the detection task, the system will read a number of 
batches of stories up to the deferral period. The stories are stored in a story 
list. The next step is to conduct clustering on stories in the story list. The 
stories in the first batch in the story list are examined and their topics are 
extracted according to the clusters to which they belong. After the topics 
of those stories in the first batch are obtained as output, these stories are 
cleaned up and new stories are loaded from the next incoming batch. The 
process is shown on Fig. 6.1. 
Our unsupervised learning approach is based on agglomerative clustering 
approach to group stories in the deferral window and the current clusters. It 
can be divided into two main parts: Similarity Calculation and Related El-
ements Combination. W e adopt the centroid clustering method to calculate 
similarities between clusters since the number of stories in a cluster could 
be very large. Time adjustment scheme and language normalization scheme 
will be applied in this process as well. Three categories of elements, namely, 
stories, temporary clusters, and final clusters, will be maintained during the 
clustering process. The representation of temporary clusters and final clus-
ters are similar to story representation. The nature of these three kinds of 
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elements will be described in the following sections. 
6.2 Topic Representation 
The topic representation in our detection process is similar to the represen-
tation of a story. It is because the computation of the similarity between 
stories and existing topics will be easier if they share similar representation 
scheme. Same as story representation, each topic consists of two feature 
vectors, namely, named entity feature vector and the content term vector. 
The named entity feature vector spend into three dimensions as people name 
vector, geographical location name vector and organization name vector. 
Each vector consists of a set of weighted terms. Nevertheless, the content 
of the vectors will be modified while a new story is inserted. The newly 
inserted story terms will be appended into the topic vectors. Thus, the 
dimension of the feature vectors will be expanded. For the coincide terms 
which are included in both original topic vectors and newly inserted story 
representation vectors, the weights of these terms will be recomputed by 
taking the average of them. For example, 
Suppose there is a story with the content term vector expressed as : 
(ti, 0.8;力3，0.6; U, 0.5;力5,0.5;力6,0.5;……） 
If the story to be added into the topic with the content term vector as : 
(ti, 1.0; t2,0.9; ts, 0.8; h, 0.7; tj, 0.6; ts, 0.5;……） 
As both representation contain ti, ts, and 力4, the modified weights of 
these terms will be the average of the original and new term weights. For 
the terms which do not appear in original representation vector, we just take 
the halves of the weights. Thus, the resulting topic representation will be: 
(ti, 0.9; ts, 0.7; U, 0.6; t2,0.45;力7,0.3; tg, 0.3; h, 0.25; te, 0.25;……） 
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Figure 6.1: Example of Story Processing in a Deferral Window 
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6.3 Similarity Calculation 
To measure the relevancy of the stories, we should compute the similarity 
between the stories and the topics. In this section, we will describe how we 
compute the similarity scores based on the cosine similarity approach, with 
time adjustment scheme and language normalization scheme. 
6.3.1 Similarity Score Calculation 
Let us define S as the story list containing current batches of stories in the 
deferral window; F as the first batch of stories in S. Two kinds of similarity 
matrices are maintained during the detection process. One is the story-story 
similarity matrix. It is used to store the pairwise similarities between stories. 
The second one is the story-cluster similarity matrix. Similarities between 
stories and clusters will be stored in it. 
However, not all the data in S are included in the calculation of the pair-
wise similarities. W e only need to compute pairwise similarity of the stories 
from F to all the remaining stories in S. Also the similarities between the 
stories in F and the existing clusters will be computed. The most straight-
forward way in calculating the similarities among the stories and clusters is 
the cosine of the angle between the story terms representation, called the 
angular separation. The formula is expressed as: 
Z^k 二 1 二 1 ajd  
3 • • — — 一 
which 
/ 
w{Si,tk)w{Sj,ti) when ti = tk, 
CLkl = 
0 when ti • tk. 
\ 
where 
w{S, t) is the weight of the term t in story S; m is the number of story 
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representation terms oiw{Sj, 4); and n is the number of story representation 
terms of w、Si, ti). 
The similarity score Sij is in the range [0,1]. If Sij is 0, it means that the 
two representations are totally dissimilar. If Sij is 1, it means that the two 
story representations are identical. 
When we compute the distance between two stories or clusters, two factors 
needed to be considered. Firstly, the named entity relevance score, should 
be computed by comparing the named entity feature representation terms of 
the stories as: 
_ Sp + SI + SQ 
〜 = 3 
where 
Sp is the similarity of people name representation vectors between two stories; 
Si is the similarity of geographical location name representation vectors be-
tween two stories; and s。is the similarity of organization name representation 
vectors between two stories. 
The content term relevance score, s。should be computed by comparing 
the content terms of the stories. The final similarity score, Sf, between two 
stories is the weighted sum of these two scores controlled by a parameters, 
Wn, as shown below: 
Sf = SnWn + Sc(l 一 Wn) 
where 
Wn is the user-defined weight on the named entity component in the story 
representation. 
The parameter, Wn, is in the range of [0,1]. This parameter controls the 
degree of emphasis on the named entity component. For instance, if we think 
that the named entity component is more important than the content terms, 
we should assign a larger value to Wn-
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6.3.2 Time Adjustment Scheme 
Usually, the news with the same topic are within a small time interval. There-
fore, topic is time dependent. The number of the stories on that topic will 
drop drastically after a period of time. In the view of it, we have employed 
the time adjustment scheme [43] to put more emphasis on the story groups 
classified as the same topic within a short period of time. As a result, the 
weights of the terms of the story, classified as "old", to the system will be 
lowered. 
In order to compare the chronological sequence of stories, we make use of 
the date indicated in the filename to transform the time into a date format. 
For example, the file with the filename 19980401 一 0 0 0 1 一 1 2 5 4 _ X I N _ M A N . t k n 
will be converted to be the 91th (30 * 3 + 1) day of a year. Similarly, 
19980501—0001_1113_XIN_MAN.tkn will be converted to be the 121th (30 * 
4 + 1) day of a year. Suppose these two stories are grouped in the same topic. 
W e compute a number called, Wg, by computing the mean of all the number 
of date in the clusters. Therefore, the date representation of the topic is : 




Therefore, the topic is represented as the 106th day of the year. 
Now, there is another story comes from the file 19980426_0631_0745_APW_ENG.tkn 
will be grouped into this topic. W e convert this story into the date as 96th 
day of the year. Time adjustment scheme will be applied on the topic and 
the story. This scheme is derived from the linear function as Fig. 6.2. 
Let the time difference between the story and topic be \datei — date2\• So, 
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the linear relationship of the time adjustment scheme will be: 
1.0 + l^atei⑽* (、 _ 1) when \datei — date2\ < 360, 
adjustment factor = 
I Lp when \datei — date2\ > 360. 
It shows that the larger the time difference between two groups, the more 
the similarity will be discounted. By setting the parameter for the time 
adjustment threshold, Lp, say 0.5, the adjustment factor will be : 
, 。 | 1 0 6 — 96| 。「 
adjustmentjactor — 1.0 ^ ^ * 0.5 
=0.9861 
Assume that the similarity score between these two groups is sim. the final 
similarity score will be adjusted by sim * adjustment factor. That means the 
similarity will be discounted by 0.9861. Therefore, the higher value adjust-
ment factor is, the more similarity between two groups will be discounted. 
6.3.3 Language Normalization Scheme 
One of the requirements of the detection task is to determine whether multi-
lingual stories are discussing the same topic. Although we translate the 
terms into an uniform representation setting, there is still a deviation in the 
behavior of the detection for different languages. As a result, a language 
normalization scheme is developed to deal with this situation. 
In the similarity calculation process, a similarity matrix is computed for 
selecting the most similar story and cluster group. Based on the variation on 
the performance of different language combination in a cluster, we develop 
three types of normalization factor for handling Chinese and English news 
sources. They are Chinese Normalization Factor, English Normalization Fac-
tor, and Multi-lingual Normalization Factor. 
According to the detection performance evaluation from different lan-
guage groups, we apply those three normalization factors on the similarity 
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calculation. Let sim be the similarity score calculated between two story 
groups after applying the cosine similarity and time adjustment scheme. 
Then the final similarity score will be: 
Final-similarity .score = sim*language_normalizationJactor 
W e first examine the nature of the story groups whether they include Chinese 
stories only, English stories only, or stories from both languages. Then, we 
select the normalization factor as follows: 
• Chinese Normalization Factor 
If both clusters include only Chinese stories, we will apply the Chinese 
Normalization Factor to calculate the final similarity score. 
• English Normalization Factor 
If both clusters include only English stories, we will apply the English 
Normalization Factor to calculate the final similarity score. 
• Multi-lingual Normalization Factor 
If both clusters include Chinese and English stories, we will apply the 
Multiple Normalization Factor to calculate the final similarity score. 
An example is shown as Fig. 6.3. For example, there are two Chinese clus-
ters, namely, CI and C2, and two English clusters El and E2. W e compute 
the similarities between all groups. Suppose the Chinese stories detection 
performance is more satisfactory, we assign 1.0 to the Chinese Normalization 
Factor. Also, let English Normalization Factor be 0.9 and Multilingual Nor-
malization Factor be 0.8. After the computation, we found that the highest 
similarity comes from the Chinese stories combination. Thus, we will group 
these two Chinese stories together to form a cluster. From this result, we 
can see that if some specific group of detection result is more satisfactory, we 
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Figure 6.3: Example of Language Normalization 
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can place more emphasis on these groups by assigning heavier weighting to 
them. 
6.4 Related Elements Combination 
After similarities are calculated, the system will select a pair of elements 
attaining the highest similarities and group them together. If this similarity 
score is larger than a threshold, q, the system will proceed. By changing this 
threshold, we can adjust the sensitivity of our topic discovery module. 
Before we describe the grouping process, we first introduce three cate-
gories of cluster which will be produced during the clustering process. They 
are story, temporary cluster and final cluster. 
• Story 
It denotes the group including individual story in the story list. 
• Temporary Cluster 
It denotes the temporary formed story group including the stories in 
the story list during the clustering process. The temporary clusters 
including the first batch of stories in the deferral window will be trans-
formed into the Final Cluster at the end of each iteration of clustering 
process. 
• Final Cluster 
It denotes the story group including the first batch stories at the end 
of each clustering iteration. Also, it indicates the existing clusters in 
the clustering process. It will be identified as a topic at the end of the 
topic detection task. 
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In traditional agglomerative clustering approach, we should compute the 
similarity between each pair of stories in the story list and the clusters. Then 
the top level groups will be selected as the final clusters. Our clustering ap-
proach is the modified agglomerative clustering approach by only comparing 
the stories in the first batch, F. with the stories in storylist S and the existing 
clusters. W e now select the highest similarities score among the story-story 
similarity matrix and story-cluster similarity matrix. The process is shown 
as Fig. 6.4. 
If the score comes from story-cluster comparison, it shows that the story 
is very similar to the final cluster. Therefore, we group the story into the 
final cluster and update the content of the final cluster by taking the average 
of the weights of story terms in the cluster and the story. If the similarity 
comes from the story-story comparison, the two stories will be grouped into 
a temporary cluster. To determine the representation of the new temporary 
cluster, we take the average of the weights of story terms of the story and 
the cluster. Then we will further compare this temporary cluster with the 
remaining stories in the story list, existing temporary clusters, and final 
clusters, by finding the similarities between them and process it as follows: 
1. If the similarity between the temporary cluster and the existing final 
cluster is the highest among those similarity scores and larger than g, 
we will merge the temporary cluster into the final cluster. The new 
cluster representation will be updated by taking the average of the 
weights of story terms of the temporary cluster representation and the 
final cluster one. 
2. If the similarity between the temporary cluster and the other temporary 
cluster is the highest among those similarity scores and larger than q, 
we will merge two temporary clusters and update the representation 
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of the newly created temporary cluster by taking the average on their 
representation story terms. 
3. If the highest score comes from a temporary cluster and a story, the 
content of the temporary cluster will be updated by taking the average 
of the weights of the terms in the cluster and the story. 
The combination process repeats until all the stories in F have been 
assigned to either a final cluster or a temporary cluster. Then, those stories 
will become the seed of a new final cluster. 
After the clustering task, we will try to transfer stories from the temporary 
clusters to the final clusters. There are a number of stories included in 
the temporary clusters. W e check each story in the temporary clusters and 
only stories, which belong to F, are transferred to a final cluster. Then we 
compute the average of the weights of the stories as the representation vector 
of the final clusters. Finally, the temporary clusters will be removed and only 
final clusters are remained. 
W e then load next batch of stories into the story list to be the last batch 
of stories. At the same time, as the first batch stories has been processed, 
we will replace it with the second batch of stories in the list. Again, after 
the clustering task, topic identification process will be performed till all the 
final clusters are recognized. This process iterates until all the files has been 
processed and all the stories are assigned into final clusters. Eventually, each 
final cluster will be assigned with a unique topic ID. This topic ID together 
with the confidence score which indicates whether the story is “on-topic”, the 
stories are describing the same topic, will be printed into the output file for 
the evaluation process. The format of the output file is shown as Table 6.1. 
The output data includes the detection results of our detection system. 
Each data record in the file identify a topic. Moreover, the decision and the 
probability of the identification will be measured and recorded the file. Five 
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fields are included in each data record : 
• Topic 
An unique index integer starts from one to indicate the topic. 
• Source—file 
The filename of the news source file being processed. 
參 Pointer 
This is the number referring to the starting RECID number in the 
textual source data or the beginning time, in seconds, of the audio 
source data. 
• Decision 
The decision should either be YES or NO, where YES indicates that 
the source being processed is discussing the target topic. NO shows the 
negation. However, in Topic detection, the decision should be YES. 
• Score 
It is the confidence score that shows the probability that the current 
source is discussing the associated topic. 
This output file will then feed into the evaluation module provided by 
L D C for evaluation. Eventually, the detection cost will be calculated based 
on the the detection results produced by our detection system. 
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detection—system YES 10 RECID 
5 tkn/19980101_0016_1116JCIN_MAN.tkn 1 YES 0.271980 
1 tkn/19980101_0016_1116JCIN_MAN.tkn 828 YES 0.900000 
5 tkn/19980101_0016_1116_XIN_MAN.tkn 863 YES 0.357661 
5 tkn/19980101_0016_1116JCIN_MAN.tkn 1476 YES 0.274304 
2 tkn/19980101_0016_1116_XIN_MAN.tkn 1978 YES 0.613687 
7 tkn/19980101_0016_1116_XIN_MAN.tkn 2287 YES 0.169292 
5 tkn/19980101_0016_1116_XIN_MAN.tkn 2392 YES 0.122390 
4 tkn/19980101_0016_1116JX:iN_MAN.tkn 2871 YES 0.407034 
6 tkn/19980101_0016_1116_KIN_MAN.tkn 3434 YES 0.209179 
3 tkn/19980101-0016_1116_XIN_MAN.tkn 3654 YES 0.264321 
Table 6.1: Example of Detection Output of the Topic Identification Process 
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Chapter 7 
Experimental Results and 
Analysis 
In order to evaluate the performance of our topic detection system, we have 
conducted experiments on the corpus used in the latest Topic Detection and 
Tracking 2000 (TDT2000) project organized by D A R P A ^ In this chapter, we 
will present the evaluation methodology. Experiments have been conducted 
to compare the named entity extraction approaches, story representation 
approaches, gross translation approaches and detection approaches. W e will 
describe our experiment settings and analyze the detection results in the 
following sections. 
7.1 TDT corpora 
The T D T corpora consist of text and transcribed speech distributed by the 
National Institute Standards and Technology. Each corpus includes news 
data from various news sources. Six English sources and three Mandarin 
sources are included as mentioned in Chapter 3. In our detection task evalu-
1TDT2000 Home http://www.itl.nist.gov/iani/894.01/tests/tdt/tdt2000/index.htm 
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ation, the native language newswire text and the audio sources produced by 
automatic transcription were used. The data is divided into files and each 
file contains around 30-minute newscast or about 40 newswire stories. 
Our experiments mainly used TDT2000 Dry Run Corpus? since topics 
are known for evaluation purpose. The corpus spans from January 1, 1998 
to June 30, 1998. 100 English topics have been annotated and 20 of which 
have been annotated in Mandarin as well. The topics are shown in Appendix 
A. There are a total of 72,332 stories, from which 53,620 are in English and 
18,712 are in Chinese. The stories are arranged in chronological order and 
formatted in S G M L format. Reference story boundaries and native languages 
were used in all experiments. 
W e also conducted an experiment on the TDT2000 Topic Detection Eval-
uation Corpus^. It spans from October through December of 1998 with 120 
annotated topics. Each of these topics spans both English and Mandarin 
sources. It includes 43,617 stories with 31,276 English stories and 12,341 
Chinese stories. Stories in native language and system-determined bound-
aries were used in the experiment. 
7.2 Evaluation Methodology 
W e followed the topic detection evaluation methodology and requirements 
designed in the TDT2000 Project [40] • In general, the performance of the 
detection system is based on the probabilities of "miss" and "false" alarms. 
A "miss" means that the target topic is not detected when it is actually 
present. A "false" means that the target topic is falsely detected when it 
is actually not present. In other words, the topic detection performance 
will be evaluated by measuring how well the stories belonging to each of 
2TDT2000 Dry Run Corpus is the same as TDT2 corpus mentioned in LDC. 
^TDT2000 Evaluation Corpus is the same as TDT3 corpus mentioned in LDC. 
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the hypothesized topic match with the stories belonging to the most likely 
evaluation topic. 
To measure the performance of our detection system, we pass the de-
tection result produced as Table 6.1 to the evaluation module. W e follow 
the output format specified in the TDT2000 specification [40]. Each of our 
hypothesized topic will match to an evaluation topic to measure how accu-
rate the link between the hypothesized topics generated from our detection 
system match with the annotated topics produced by LDC. T D T quantifies 
the evaluation result by introducing the detection cost measurement. The 
official measure evaluation approach^ is described below. 
Let Pm and Pp be the conditional probability of a miss alarm and false 
alarm respectively; Also, let Cm and Cf be the cost of a miss alarm and a 
false alarm respectively. These error probabilities are then combined into a 
single detection cost, CDET by: 
CjjeT — CuPMPtarget + Cf Pf Pjion-tar get 
where 
C m is the cost of a miss; Cp is the cost of a false alarm; Pm is the conditional 
probability of a miss; Pp is the conditional probability of a false alarm; Ptarget 
is a prior target probability; and Pn on—target = 1 — Ptarget 
Since CDET is associated with costs or errors, a smaller value corresponds 
to better performance. In TDT2000, the official settings for C m and Cp 
are 1.0 and Ptarget is 0.02. CDET is the bottom-line performance measure 
of the detection task. Nevertheless, the value of CDET is also a function of 
some application parameters. It is a function of costs of detection error and 
priori target probabilities. In order to provide a more meaningful measure 
of system performance, CDET will be normalized so that {CDET) Norm can 
^^^Topic Detection and Tracking Phrase (TDT2000) Evaluation Plan, 2000 
http://morph.ldc.upenn.edu/TDT/ 
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be no less than one without extracting information from the source data. 
{CDET)Norm IS defined as follows: 
C DET 
D肌 min(Cm-Ptarpet5 CjrPnon-target) 
As a result, the absolute value of {CDETUorm is adopted for measuring 
the performance. Similar to CDET, the smaller the value, the better the 
detection performance. 
In general, there are two approaches for estimating the detection error 
probabilities, namely, story-weighted and topic-weighted. In story-weighted 
approach, equal weight is assigned to the decision for each story and the 
error is combined from all topics. For topic-weighted approach, all topics are 
equally weighted. It then accumulates errors separately for each topic and 
then averages the error probabilities over topics. In the official TDT2000 
Topic Detection Task, the topic-weighted method was adopted as the num-
ber of on-topic stories are highly varied for topics. Moreover, it has the 
advantages of minimizing the variance in detection error among topics. 
To illustrate the dissimilarity of different approaches, t-test was used 
to explore the significant difference between results obtained from various 
experiment sets. The inference is based on the percentage points of the t-
distribution with n — 1 degrees of freedom. By applying the null hypothesis, 
we assume the mean difference, S, between two approaches is zero. As a 
result, the two approaches can be considered as equivalent. A positive S 
denotes that method 1 has a higher mean response than method 2. Then, 
we construct a test oi Hq : 6 = Sq based on the test statistic 
t 二 G -如  
Sd/V^ 
which 
n ^  V n — 1 i=l • 
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where 
n denotes the number of variant pairs in the test and Di denotes the i-th 
difference between results obtained from two testing approaches. 
From the above equation, we perform the null hypothesis by 丑。：二 0 
vs. Hi： 6 Assume a 二 0.05, the two-sided rejection region is t > to.o25-
If the t-value falls in the rejection region, we can conclude that Hq is rejected 
in favor of Hi at a 95% level of significance. It means that the difference 
between two approaches are proved to be significant. 
7.3 Experimental Results on Various Param-
eter Settings 
To study the best detection performance, we have conducted series of runs 
by varying different parameters. Four sets of experiments were conducted in 
tuning the best time adjustment factor, Lp. Our initial experiment employed, 
enhanced translation approach and enhanced representation approach as 
the translation method the story representation scheme respectively. For 
the named entity extraction module, linguistic tagger (TAG) is used and 
Unknown Word Identifier (UWI) is further applied for handling Mandarin 
sources. Initially, we chose 0.15 as the similarity threshold, q, for Chinese sto-
ries and 0.08 as that of English stories. W e set the initial named entity ratio, 
Wn as 0.5 for both type of source data. There are 20 and 30 content terms are 
selected for Chinese stories and English stories respectively. W e extracted 15 
terms for each component in named entity representation. Topic detection 
was performed on the Native Chinese stories with UWI, Translated Chinese 
stories with UWI, English stories and the whole corpus. The experimental 
result is depicted in Table 7.1. 
From the results, we observe that the values of time adjustment factors 
Lp which give us the best detection cost for both Chinese stories and Trans-
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Time Native Translated 
Adjustment Mandarin Chinese English Multi-lingual 
Factor, Lp Stories Stories Stories Stories 
^ I 0 . 5 3 6 1 0.5501 0.4063 0.4094 
0.2 0.5226 0.5312 0.4205 0.4071 
0.3 0.5306 0.5188 0.4168 0.3914 
0.4 0.5403 0.5097 0.3986 0.4042 
0.5 0.5659 0.5087 0.4209 0.4063 
0.6 0.5116 0.5025 0.4193 0.4299 
0.7 0.5203 0.5331 0.4270 0.4020 
0.8 0.5371 0.5431 0.4248 0.3966 
0.9 0.5413 0.5226 0.4198 0.4157 
Table 7.1: Detection performance on various time adjustment factor, Lp 
lated stories are 0.6. For the English stories, the optimal value of Lp is 0.4. 
Moreover, 0.3 is the most suitable value of Lp for the Multi-lingual stories. 
As a result, the values of time adjustment factors of different language groups 
are obtained and these values will be used in the subsequent experiments. 
7.4 Experiments Results on Various Named 
Entity Extraction Approaches 
To evaluate the effect of various named entity extraction approaches on topic 
detection, several groups of experiments, have been conducted. Different 
named entity approaches are employed on English and Chinese stories. For 
English newswire stories, we have tested two extraction approaches. One is 
the IBM Intelligent Miner for Text (IMT) and another one is transformation-
based error-driven linguistic tagger (TAG). T A G approach is employed for 
English broadcast stories. For Chinese stories, we have investigated the ef-
fect of the Unknown Word Identifier (UWI) on the detection performance. 
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Similarity Threshold [| I M T / T A G - B I T I M T / T A G - E R ^ T A G - B R ^ T A G - E R 
0.05 0.4907 0.4308 0.4519 0.4132 
0.06 0.4813 0.4279 0.4668 0.3801 
0.07 0.4892 0.4379 0.4568 0.3864 
0.08 0.4950 0.4365 0.4765 0.3986 
0.09 0.4966 0.4346 0.4670 0.3854 
0.10 0.4893 0.4276 0.4161 0.3809 
0.11 0.4979 0.4349 0.4608 0.3802 
0.12 0.4968 0.4181 0.4578 0.3897 
0.13 0.4950 0.4376 0.4675 0.3881 
Table 7.2: Performance on All English Story Detection Under Different Sim-
ilarity, q 
Finally, we have investigated the named entity ratio ,Wn. 
Fig. 7.1 and Table 7.2 reveal the detection performance under different 
similarity thresholds, q, by varying from 0.05 to 0.13 for topic detection of 
all English stories only. W e used 0.4 as the time adjustment factor obtained 
from the previous experiment. W e used 0.5 as the named entity ratio. The 
result shows that the enhanced representation on news stories gives a better 
result than that of the basic representation approach on both named entity 
extraction methods. Since the named entity terms carry useful semantic 
information of the stories, the detection performance will be significantly 
improved by utilizing such information in the detection process. Moreover, 
from the result, it depicts that the detection cost of the stories with the 
named entity terms extracted by the T A G approach is better than those 
extracted by the I M T approach in general. Specifically, the best detection 
cost from T A G - E R approach is 0.3801 compared with that of IMT/TAG-ER 
approach of 0.4181. 
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Figure 7.1: Performance on All English Story Detection Under Different 
Similarity, q 
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Similarity Threshold IMT-BR IMT-ER TAG-BR TAG-ER 
0.05 0.4030 0.3964 0.3194 0.2993 
0.06 0.4102 0.3919 0.2836 0.2833 
0.07 0.4039 0.3765 0.2727 0.2724 
0.08 0.4014 0.3995 0.3236 0.2711 
0.09 0.4232 0.4029 0.3196 0.2663 
0.1 0.4221 0.3906 0.3180 0.2692 
0.11 0.4353 0.3960 0.3144 0.2804 
0.12 0.4253 , 0.3924 0.3269 0.2794 
0.13 0.4209 0.3945 0.3141 0.2991 
Table 7.3: Performance on Newswire English Story Detection Under Different 
Similarity, q 
To indicate the differences between I M T / T A G approach vs T A G approach 
and Enhanced representation vs basic representation are significant, we per-
form t-test based on the results obtained.From the results shown in Table 
B.l, the t-value based on the enhanced story representation from two named 
extraction approaches is 9.7973 and the t-value based on the basic story rep-
resentation is 2.3702. They are larger than to.025 = 2.262. It denotes that the 
differences between I M T / T A G approach and T A G approach are significant 
with 95% level of significant. 
Moreover, to prove the difference between enhanced representation scheme 
and basic representation scheme is significant, we have conducted t-test be-
tween these pairs of experiment results. The t-value based on I M T / T A G 
approach for both representation schemes is 5.14774 and the value based on 
T A G approach is 10.28797. Again, they are larger than 力0.025 = 2.262. It 
shows that the difference between enhanced representation scheme and basic 
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Figure 7.2: Performance on Newswire English Story Detection Under Differ-
ent Similarity, q 
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In order to investigate the effects of these two named entity feature ex-
traction approaches to the topic detection performance, we have conducted 
more experiments on the English newswire stories only. The experimental 
results are shown in Fig. 7.2 and Table 7.3. 
W e can observe that the detection performance of T A G is apparently 
better than that of the IMT approach. The best result of T A G linguistic 
approach is 0.2663 compared with 0.3906, the best detection cost produced 
by IMT approach. Moreover, the t-value based on this experiment set is 
shown on Table B.2. From the results, we found that the t-value of enhanced 
story representation extracted by IMT and T A G approach is 23.1730 and the 
t-value based on the basic story representation under these two approaches 
is 16.4680. They are larger than to.025 = 2.262. It shows that the difference 
between the experiment results obtained by two approaches are significant. 
Furthermore, we have conducted some experiments under different named 
entity component weight, Wn, to examine the importance of the named entity 
feature representation in representing the stories. These experiments were 
also conducted for English newswire stories only. These results conclude that 
the enhanced representation on stories gives us a more desirable result for 
the detection task. W e applied the enhanced representation to represent the 
stories processed by two named entity extraction approaches, IMT and TAG. 
The results are shown in Table 7.4 and Fig. 7.3. 
The result in Fig. 7.3 shows that the T A G approach gives us a better 
performance than that of the IMT approach in general. Moreover, for the 
T A G approach, named entity terms have more contribution in the detection 
task compared with the IMT approach. The reason is that the best detection 
cost is obtained when the named entity component weight is 0.7 for TAG, 
but 0.5 for IMT. 
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Named Entity Ratio TAG-ER IMT-ER 
0.1 0.4154 0.3392 
0.2 0.4132 0.3246 
0.3 0.4068 0.3060 
0。4 0.4022 0.3048 
0.5 0.3964 0.2993 
0.6 0.4172 0.2851 
0.7 0.4173 0.2645 
0.8 0.4421 0.3211 
0.9 0.4404 0.3367 
Table 7.4: Performance on Newswire English Story Detection Under Different 
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Figure 7.3: Performance on Newswire English Story Detection Under Differ-
ent Named Entity Ratio, Wn 
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Table 7.5: Performance of Chinese Story Detection in Native Story Repre-
sentation by varying content terms 
In another sets of experiments, we examine the effect of unknown word 
on the Chinese stories. The stories are represented by native Chinese terms 
(CHI-nat), both with and without the unknown word identifier (CHI-UWI 
and CHI-noUWI), are conducted under various parameter settings. W e ran 
our topic detection system on these two representations to compare the ef-
fects of employing the unknown word identifier. The number of terms for 
each category of named entity component are set to be 15. W e extracted 20 
and 30 content terms for representing the Chinese and Multi-lingual stories. 
Table 7.6 reveals the detection performance under different similarity thresh-
olds, q by varying from 0.07 to 0.2 for Chinese stories. The experiments have 
similar parameter settings as the previous experiment. 
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Similarity Threshold CHLjl^ 
0.07 0.5895 0.5743 0.4577 
0.08 0.5762 0.5961 0.4804 
0.09 0.615 0.6011 0.5392 
0.10 0.5121 0.5036 0.4827 
0.11 0.4991 0.4871 0.5241 
0.12 0.5861 0.5220 0.4700 
0.13 0.5666 0.5214 0.5124 
0.14 0.5325 0.4751 0.5274 
0.15 0.4864 0.4705 0.5228 
0.16 0.5407 0.5209 0.5419 
0.17 0.5638 0.5214 0.5638 
0.18 0.5594 0.5624 0.5501 
0.19 0.5519 0.5326 0.5671 
0.2 0.5397 0.5366 0.5727 
Table 7.6: Performance on Chinese Story Detection Under Different Similar-
ity, q 
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The experimental result reveals that the stories represented in the native 
Chinese term give us a better detection result obtained from the translated 
stories in general. The best detection cost obtained is 0.4577 which comes 
from the enhanced representation with U W I approach. If the number of 
content term is set to be 40, the detection result can even achieve 0.4445. 
The detection results are summarized in Table 7.5. 
W e also compare the performance of the translated stories with and with-
out unknown word identifier. From the results, we discover that the best 
performance of the translated stories comes from integrating the enhanced 
representation with the unknown word identification and the threshold is 
set to be 0.15. It indicates that the detection results is preferred when the 
detection is more sensitive to the novelty topics. W e also observe that the 
best detection cost obtained is 0.4705 from the CHI-UWI approach com-
pared with 0.4864, the best detection cost from the CHI-noUWI approach. 
It means that using unknown word identifier can group the missing named 
entity into meaningful words which favor the detection task. 
To show the significance on the difference between the native stories de-
tection and the translated stories detection, we have conducted the t-test 
based on the experiment results. The details are shown in Table B.3. Al-
though the detection costs given from native language detection are better, 
the t-value calculated between the native stories detection results vs trans-
lated stories detection results with applied U W I and noUWI are 0.5133 and 
1.9321 respectively. Both of them are smaller than to.025 = 2.145 with 95% 
of confidence level. It means that the difference between native stories de-
tection and translated stories detection is not significant. Therefore, we can 
assume the native stories can be represented by the translated stories. How-
ever, from the calculation, we found that the t-value of applying U W I and 
noUWI pair is 3.3500. It is larger than 力0.025 二 2.145. Thus, we can conclude 
that the difference between using U W I and without using U W I is significant. 
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Named Entity Ratio Wn CHI-UWI CHI-nat 
0.1 0.6236 0.4976 
0.3 0.5901 0.4840 
0.4 0.5476 0.4703 
0.5 0.4705 0.4671 
0.6 0.5105 0.5820 
0.7 0.5259 0.6117 
0.9 0.5087 0.5067 
Table 7.7: Performance on Chinese Story Detection Under Different Named 
Entity Ratio, Wn 
Similarity Threshold J^UL-noITW^ 
0.08 0.3795 0.3777 
0.1 0.3902 0.3924 
0.11 0.4016 0.3766 
0.12 0.4034 0.3772 
Table 7.8: Performance on Multi-lingual Story Detection Under Different 
Similarity, q 
In addition, we have conducted a series of runs to examine the effect of 
the named entity weight, Wn, to the detection performance. W e employed the 
translated terms with the enhanced representation to perform the detection 
with different named entity ratio. From Table 7.7, it indicates that the best 
detection result is obtained when Wn is set to be 0.5. Therefore, both named 
entity terms and the content terms carry some contributions in representing 
the stories in the topic detection task. 
Moreover, from the table, we can see that the native language represen-
tation can give us a better performance compared with the results from the 
translated stories representation in general. The best detection cost is 0.4703 
obtained from the native Chinese story representation. 
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Table 7.8 shows that the unknown word identifier integrated with the 
linguistic taggers to handle the Multi-lingual stories is better than without 
using unknown word identifier. The best detection cost is 0.3772 compared 
with 0.3795 obtained from the Multi-lingual Stories without using the U W L 
W e can conclude that the T A G approach gives us better results in the named 
entity extraction approach for English stories. For Chinese stories, the un-
known word identifier will give us a better result in the detection. 
7.5 Experiments Results on Various Story Rep-
resentation Approaches 
The purpose of these set of experiments is to investigate the effect on the 
story representation to the detection task. There are three types of story rep-
resentations. The first type is called Basic Representation (BR). Story terms 
are represented in a single vector. Alternatively, the story terms can be rep-
resented in four different vectors, namely, people name vector, geographical 
location name vector, organization name vector and the content term vector. 
This approach is called Enhance Representation (ER). A variation on the 
representation is to combine the advantage of the basic representation and 
enhanced representation and it is called the Combined Representation (CR). 
W e have conducted experiments using these three types of story representa-
tion. 
Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2 show that the enhanced representation gives us a bet-
ter performance compared with basic representation for the English stories. 
For Chinese stories, we have conducted the same set of experiments based 
on the enhanced representation and the basic representation. In contrast, we 
found that basic representation is better than the enhanced representation 
for Chinese stories. However, the named entity terms carrying useful seman-
tic information of the stories, the detection performance will be significantly 
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Similarity Threshold CHI-ER CHI-BR CHI-CR CHI-nat-CR^ 
0.07 0.5743 0.4707 0.4508 0.4231 
0.08 0.5961 0.4830 0.4517 0.4366 
0.09 0.6011 0.4492 0.4342 0.4269 
0.10 0.5036 0.4600 0.4571 0.4494 
0.11 0.4871 0.5116 0.4223 0.4308 
0.12 0.5220 0.5131 0.4226 0.4519 
0.13 0.5214 0.4606 0.4228 0.4796 
0.14 0.4751 0.4732 0.4289 0.4672 
Table 7.9: Performance on Chinese Story Detection Under Different Similar-
ity, q 
improved by utilizing these information in the detection process. Therefore, 
we integrate the representation of the basic representation with the enhanced 
representation producing the combined representation (CR) scheme for the 
Chinese stories detection. The example of the story representation is shown 
in Table 7.10. 
To investigate the effect of these representations on the Chinese stories 
detection, we have conducted the topic detection based on these three rep-
resentations on the Chinese translated stories only. The results are shown 
in Table 7.9. From this table, it shows that the Combined Representation 
give us a better overall result. The best detection cost is 0.4223 compared 
with 0.4492 and 0.4751 which come from the basic representation and en-
hanced representation respectively. The difference is proved to be significant 
by performing the t-test as Table B.4. 
The t-value between CHI-nat-CR approach and CHI-CR approach is 
0.9049 which is smaller than the value 力0.025 二 2.306 with 95% confidence 
level. It indicates that the difference between the translated Chinese sto-
ries and the native stories is not significant under the combined representa-
tion. However, from the t-values obtained between the representation pairs, 
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< P E R S O N > < T E R M > 
江泽民 1 .0000江泽民 l.OOOO 
钱其琛 0.9000 统计 1.0000 
李瑞环 0.8000 中国 1.0000 
克林顿 0.7000 美国 1.0000 
C / P E R S O N〉 钱其深 0.9000 
< P L A C E > 人民大会堂 0.9000 
中国 1.0000 百分之 0.9000 
美国 1.0000 李瑞环 0.8000 
人民大会堂 0.9000重大 0.8000 
淮河 0.7000 南华早报 0.7000 
< / P L A C E > 淮河 0.7000 
< O R G > 南卡罗来纳大学0.6000 
南华早报 0.7000 重要 0.6000 
南卡罗来纳大学 0 . 6 0 0 0海基会 0.5000 
海基会 0.5000 
< / O R G > < / T E R M > 
Table 7.10: The Combined Story Representation 
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Similarity Threshold MUL-ER MUL-BR MUL-CR 
0.05 0.4082 0.4817 0.3953 
0.06 0.3861 0.4736 0.3846 
0.07 0.3882 0.4729 0.4005 
0.08 0.3777 0.4835 0.3917 
0.09 0.3913 0.4862 0.3772 
0.10 0.3924 0.4745 0.3532 
0.11 0.3766 0.4851 0.3665 
0.12 0.3772 0.4684 0.3650 
Table 7.11: Performance on Multi-lingual Story Detection Under Different 
Similarity, q 
we found that the significant difference between using basic representation 
scheme and enhanced representation scheme is significant. Also, the differ-
ence between basic representation and combined representation is significant 
as well. 
In addition, the combined representation of native Chinese terms give us 
the best result compared with the translated story terms. The best detection 
cost is 0.4231 when the similarity threshold is set of 0.07. If the threshold is 
set to be 0.05. The detection cost can even achieve 0.4. However, from the t-
test results, the difference between native stories detection and the combined 
story representation is not significant。Therefore, we still can assume the 
combine story representation can perform similar as the detection results 
obtained from the native stories detection. 
Furthermore, we would like to investigate the effect of these representa-
tion for the whole corpus in multi-lingual detection. Therefore, we apply 
this representation approach on the multi-lingual stories to conduct topic 
detection. The results are depicted in Table 7.11. 
W e discover the trend that the enhanced representation gives us better 
performance over the basic representation. On average, the detection cost of 
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the enhanced representation is about 0.37. However, the detection cost of the 
basic representation is about 0.47. When the similarity becomes larger, the 
combined representation gives us a better detection performance compared 
with the other two representation. The best detection cost obtained for 
combined representation is 0.3532 when the similarity threshold is 0.1. 
7.6 Experiments Results on Various Transla-
tion Approaches 
W e have conducted several sets of experiments to examine the effect of gross 
translation approaches to the topic detection performance. In our detection 
system, we have investigated two gross translation approaches, namely, Basic 
Translation (BT), and Enhanced Translation (ET). 
In the first set of data, the stories are processed by the basic and en-
hanced translation with and without unknown word identifier. To evaluate 
the effect of translation, we conducted the topic detection by comparing the 
detection results with these two translation approaches. W e varied the sim-
ilarity threshold, q, from 0.05 to 0.18. The results are shown in Table 7.12. 
From the detection result, it shows that the result obtained from the en-
hanced translation combining with unknown word identification is more en-
couraging than other combination. The reason is that the best detection cost 
obtained is 0.4705 which comes from the UWI-ET approach. The best detec-
tion costs from other approaches are 0.4952, 0.4864 and 0.5084 for UWI-BT, 
noUWI-ET and noUWI-BT respectively. 
To further investigate the outcome of the detection task from the basic 
translation and enhanced translation approaches, we have conducted exper-
iments on multi-lingual news stories. In extracting the named entity terms, 
linguistic approach is utilized for both English and Chinese news stories. 
In addition, unknown word identifier is applied for Chinese news stories. 
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Similarity 1 1 C m C m ^ CHI CHI 
Threshold UWI-ET UWI - BT noUWI-ET noUWI-BT 
0.10 0.5036 0.5198 0.5121 0.5568 
0.11 0.4871 0.5153 0.4991 0.5084 
0.12 0.5220 0.5412 0.5861 0.5430 
0.13 0.5214 0.5184 0.5666 0.5459 
0.14 0.4751 0.5075 0.5325 0.5639 
0.15 0.4705 0.4952 0.4864 0.5137 
0.16 0.5209 0.5491 0.5407 0.5767 
0.17 0.5214 0.5427 0.5638 0.5361 
0.18 0.5594 0.5452 0.5624 0.5112 
0.19 0.5326 0.5494 0.5133 0.5519 
0.20 0.5366 0.6000 0.5397 0.5363 
Table 7.12: Performance on Chinese Story Detection Under Different Trans-
lation Approaches 
Table 7.13 summarizes the experimental results on detecting multi-lingual 
stories by varying the similarity threshold, q, from 0.05 to 0.12. The table 
indicates the trend that enhanced translation is preferred in the detection 
when the similarity threshold tends larger. The best detection cost obtained 
from the enhanced translation is 0.3766 when the similarity threshold equals 
to 0.11. It is lower than the best detection cost from the basic translation 
approach is 0.3769. From the results, we observe that the enhanced trans-
lation approach together with the unknown word identification can give us 
better performance in general. 
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Similarity Threshold MUL-BT MUL-E^ 
0.05 0.3769 0.4082 
0.08 0.3945 0.3777 
0.1 0.3993 0.3924 
0.11 0.4100 0.3766 
0.12 0.4101 0.3772 
Table 7.13: Performance on Multi-lingual Story Detection Under Different 
Translation Approach 
7.7 Experiments Results on the Effect of Lan-
guage Normalization Scheme on Detec-
tion Approaches 
W e have conducted a series of runs by considering the language normalization 
scheme in the unsupervised learning module. In the following sets of experi-
ments, we processed two groups of data. Firstly, we processed the newswire 
stories only to investigate the performance. Then, we processed the whole 
set of corpus. 
In order to compare how the developed scheme improves detection, we 
have conducted a run without using the language normalization scheme as 
the reference result. W e just simply set three normalization factors to be 1.0 
so that no similarity will be discounted in the clustering process. The result 
is shown in Table 7.14. 
Table 7.15 shows the experiments by varying the language normalization 
factor and the similarity threshold. It shows that the overall performance 
of the combined representation is better than the enhanced representation. 
The best detection cost from the combined representation is 0.2975 compared 
with 0.3057 and 0.3117, the best detection cost of the enhanced representa-
tion and the best detection cost without applying the normalization factors. 
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Similarity Threshold Newswire Multi-lingual Stories Multi-lingual Stories 
0.06 0.3117 0.3861 
0.07 0.3190 0.3882 
0.08 0.3336 0.3777 
0.09 0.3446 0.3913 
0.10 - 0.3924 
Table 7.14: Performance on Multi-lingual Story Detection without Language 
Normalization Scheme 
Moreover, the best result obtained when the language normalization score is 
0.9, 0.7 and 1.0 for Chinese, English and Multi-lingual stories respectively 
by combined representation scheme. The factors are quite high. It implies 
that the detection performance on the newswire stories on Chinese, English 
and both language are quite satisfactory under the combined representation 
method. 
In order to further investigate the performance of the normalization scheme, 
we conducted the experiment on the whole set of multi-lingual stories in Ta-
ble 7.16. Again, the best detection result comes from the combined represen-
tation. The detection cost is 0.3445 with the normalization setting to be 0,6, 
0.8 and 1.0 for Chinese, English and Multi-lingual stories respectively. The 
best scores obtained from the enhanced representation approach and without 
using normalization scheme are 0.3642 and 0.3777 respectively. By compar-
ing the results with that of applying enhanced representation and without 
using the normalization factors, the detection result from the combined rep-
resentation is significantly better than other two approaches. By observing 
the detection results from these two tables, we discover that the detection 
performance of the combined representation is better than enhanced repre-
sentation in general. Moreover, adopting language normalization scheme is 
in general better. 
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Language Normalization Factor 
(Chinese, English, Multi-lingual) 
Similarity Enhanced Combined 
Threshold Representation Representation  
— (1.0,0.9,0.7) (1.0,0.7,0.9) (0.7,0.9,1.0) [I (1.0,0.9,0.7) (1.0,0.7,0.9) (0.7,0.9,1.0) 
^ 0.3377 0.3889^ 0.3307 0.3505 0.3257 0.3356 
0.07 0.3265 0.3332 0.3321 0.3184 0.3257 0.3273 
0.08 0.3466 0.3381 0.3270 0.3437 0.3210 0.3170 
0.09 0.3504 0.3373 _ 0.3436 _ 0.3386 0.3285 _ 0.3321 __ 
(0.9,0.7,1.0) (0.7,1.0,0.9) (0.9,1.0,0.7) (0.9,0.7,1.0) (0.7,1.0,0.9) (0.9,1.0,0.7) 
^ 0.3162 0.3057 0.3524 0.3346 0.3453 0.3311 
0.07 0.3267 0.3238 0.3355 0.2975 0.3135 0.3507 
0.08 0.3222 0.3444 0.3665 0.3019 0.3365 0.3276 
0.09 0.3472 0.3457 0.3688 = 0.3211 _ 0.3316 0-3439 _ 
(1.0,0.8,0.6)(1.0,0.6,0.8) (0.6,0.8,1.0) (1.0,0.8,0.6) (1.0,0.6,0.8) (0.6,0.8,1-0) 
^ 0 . 3 6 2 3 0 . 3 4 3 0 0.3241 0.3301 0.3131 0.3404 
0.07 0.3378 0.3308 0.3327 0.3426 0.3230 0.3027 
0.08 0.3616 0.3496 0.3363 0.3627 0.3296 0.3310 
0.09 g j59Q___0.3529 0.3183 _ 0.3649 _ 0.3187 0-3317 
(0.8,0.6,1.0) (0.6,1.0,0.8) (0.8,1.0,0.6) (0.8,0.6,1.0) (0.6,1.0,0.8) (0.8,1.0,0.6) 
^ 0.3305^ 0.3422 0.3742 0.3111 0.3376 0.3773 
0.07 0.3222 0.3429 0.3750 0.3283 0.3288 0.3695 
0.08 0.3525 0.3390 0.3585 0.3168 0.3316 0.3643 
0.09 0.3282 0.3455 0.3549 _ 0.3230 0.3404 0.3888 _ 
(1.0,0-5,0-7) (0.5,0.7,1.0) (0.7,0.5,1.0) (1.0,0.5,0.7) (0.5,0.7,1.0) (0.7,0.5,1.0) 
^ 0.3262 0.3385 0.3306 0.3226 0.3269 0.3161 
0.07 0.3273 0.3210 0.3315 0.3554 0.3094 0.3093 
0.08 0.3489 0.3227 0.3193 0.3351 0.3290 0.3184 
0.09 0.3403 0.3415 二 0.3350 || 0.3315 0.3349 0-3024 
Table 7.15: Performance on Newswire Multi-lingual Story Detection Under 
Different Similarity with Language Normalization Factor 
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Language Normalization Factor 
(Chinese, English, Multi-lingual)  
Similarity Enhanced Combined 
Threshold Representation Representation  
— (1.0,0.9,0.7) (1.0,0.7,0.9) (0.7,0.9,1-0) 11 (1.0,0.9,0.7) (1.0,0.7,0.9) (0.7,0.9,1.0) 
^ 0.3888 0.3804 0 . 3 8 4 5 0 . 3 8 2 5 0.3843 0.3863 
0.07 0.3793 0.3889 0.3972 0.3687 0.4058 0.3669 
0.08 0.3896 0.3912 0.3684 0.3722 0.3997 0.3786 
0.09 0.3780 0.4075 0.3749 0.3501 0.4021 0.3835 
0.10 0 j 8 8 3 _ 0.3895 _ 0.3929 — 0.3667 0.4077 0-3595 
(0.9,0.7,1.0) (0.7,1.0,0.9) (0.9,1.0,0.7) (0.9,0.7,1.0) (0-7,1.0,0.9) (0.9,1.0,0.7) 
^ 0.3865 0.3955^ 0.4033 0.3590 0.3719 0.4101 
0.07 0.3975 0.4039 0.4022 0.3804 0.3840 0.4038 
0.08 0.3950 0.4002 0.4078 0.3764 0.3834 0.4039 
0.09 0.3965 0.3887 0.4085 0.3909 0.3802 0.4123 
0.10 0.3753 _ 0 j 6 5 3 _ ^ ^ p 8 0 9 _ 0-4170 
(0.6,0.8,1.0) (0.8,0.6,1.0) (0.6,1.0,0.8) (0.6,0.8,1.0) (0.8,0.6,1-0) (0.6,1.0,0.8) 
^ 0.3786 0 . 3 9 3 2 0 . 4 0 2 1 0.3685 0.3697 0.4008 
0.07 0.3792 0.3932 0.4090 0.3717 0.3796 0.3988 
0.08 0.3797 0.3801 0.4165 0.3730 0.3788 0.3879 
0.09 0.3677 0.3803 0.3900 0.3692 0.3726 0.3902 
0.10 0.3781 _ _ _ 0 j 9 6 5 _ _ Q j 8 6 9 _ _ _ 0.3445 一 0.3679 0.3730 
(0.5,0.7,1.0) "(0.7,0.5,1.0) (0.5,1.0,0.7) (0.5，0.7，1.0) (0.7,0.5,1.0) (0.5,1.0,0.7) 
^ 0.3916 0.4221 0 . 4 1 5 8 0 . 3 7 9 5 0.3920 0.4079 
0.07 0.4019 0.3826 0.4205 0.3876 0.3932 0.4279 
0.08 0.3642 0.3962 0.3979 0.3881 0.3962 0.4387 
0.09 0.3643 0.3740 0.3937 0.3769 0.3925 0.4000 
0.10 0.3755 0.3849 0.4216 || 0.3730 0.3849 0.3891 _ 
Table 7.16: Performance on Multi-lingual Story Detection Under Different 
Similarity with Language Normalization Factor 
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Table 7.17: Performance of Topic Detection Task in TDT2000 
7.8 TDT2000 Topic Detection Result 
Apart from running the TDT2000 Dry Run Corpus, we also have conducted 
the experiments on TDT2000 Evaluation Corpus and submitted the result 
to the TDT2000 Topic Detection Task. In the TDT2000 Topic Detection 
Task, we have followed the requirement stated in the TDT2000 specification. 
Our detection system is required to identify the topic from the chronolog-
ically arranged incoming sources. The deferral period, Nf, is selected to 
be 10. It means we can defer our topic identification until 10 subsequent 
files, including the current file being processed, is processed. The corpus 
of TDT2000 Evaluation Task spans from October 1, 1998 to December 31, 
1998. The incoming data are presented in Native language. There are to-
tally approximately 43,000 stories. They are presented in S G M L format. 
System-determined boundaries are employed in this corpus. 
There are totally four groups participated in TDT2000 Topic Detection 
Task including our team. Two groups are from Dragon Systems and one 
groups is from Carnegie Mellon University. The detection results of our 
team are depicted in Table. 7.17. 
In submitting the TDT2000 Topic Detection Task result, we have applied 
linguistic tagging approach in extracting named entity. Enhanced translation 
and enhanced representation is employed for the gross translation process and 
story representation scheme. 
For English and Multi-lingual stories detection, the detection cost is rela-
, no 
tive high as we obtained 0.5406 and 0.6588 respectively. It is because system-
determined story boundary is employed in the detection process in contrast 
to the reference boundary employed in previous experiments. The detection 
performance deteriorates due to the inaccurate story segmentation. However, 
for the Chinese story detection, the detection cost is only 0.4079 which is the 
best Chinese story detection result among the participated group. As some 
other modules, such as unknown word identifier, combined representation 
approach and language normalization scheme, still have not applied in the 
detection system we employed in submitting the TDT2000 Topic Detection 
Task result, we believe the performance will be significantly improved after 
we incorporate these modules into the new detection system. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Works 
In this chapter, we present a summary on our research and conclude our 
contributions. Moreover, a few extensions will be suggested. 
8.1 Conclusions 
The goal of our research is to develop a framework to discover new topics 
automatically from real-time incoming news stories from diverse sources. An 
innovative characteristic of our approach is to represent a story by employing 
the named entities. W e investigate two methods for named entity extraction. 
The first method is based on transformation-based linguistic tagger. The sec-
ond approach makes use of a named entity extraction module of a commercial 
text mining product. The experimental results reveal that the named entity 
features representation extracted by linguistic tagging approach can give us a 
better detection result. Furthermore, we have integrated the unknown word 
identification approach in Chinese stories as the post-processing in extracting 
the missing entity terms due to the incorrect segmentation. 
Traditionally, stories are represented in a single vector format. In our 
detection approach, we have proposed an effective enhanced story and topic 
representation capturing named entity components. In enhanced representa-
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tion scheme, the stories are transformed into four-dimensional vector spaces. 
From the experimental result, it shows that enhanced translation favors the 
detection performances of English stories. However, Chinese stories have a 
lower detection cost in employing the basic story representation. W e combine 
the advantages of these two story representation to constitute the combined 
representation. The experimental results show that this combined represen-
tation has improved the detection performance in general. 
To deal with the multi-lingual news, we have proposed two gross transla-
tion approaches. One is called the basic translation approach which replaces 
the Chinese word tokens from the corresponding bilingual dictionary entries 
directly. Another one is called the enhanced translation approach which 
employs a parallel corpus for providing additional information. The exper-
imental results demonstrate that the enhanced translation approach brings 
benefits for the detection task in the Chinese and multi-lingual stories. 
For the detection module, we have developed a modified agglomerative 
centroid clustering approach by introducing new elements, such as tempo-
rary clusters and final clusters. Similar stories or temporary clusters will be 
merged based on our proposed approach. Moreover, the stories in the same 
topic are usually time dependent. Therefore, the time adjustment factor is 
applied for eliminating the influence of old stories in calculating the similarity 
between stories. In addition, the performance of the detection may vary on 
the native languages. In the view of it, we introduce the language normal-
ization scheme to account for the variation caused by the story languages. 
From the experimental results, it indicates that the best combination 
for Chinese stories is using the native language with linguistic tagging and 
unknown word identifier for detection. The best detection cost is 0.4. For 
English stories, the tagging approach with the enhanced representation is 
employed. The best result obtained for English stories detection is 0.3801. 
Furthermore, the best detection cost for multi-lingual stories is 0.3445. 
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8.2 Future Work 
Topic Detection is an exciting area. Although the performance of our detec-
tion system is quite satisfactory. There are still rooms for improvement in 
terms of efficiency and effectiveness. There are several possible directions to 
further investigate the detection system: 
• From the experimental results, it reveals that the detection performance 
on newswire stories is much better than the whole set of corpus. W e 
observe that the detection performance on the broadcasting sources 
data plays a large role for the detection performance. In the view 
of this, an effective approach in processing the broadcasting data for 
detection may enhance the overall performance. 
• Besides the combined representation scheme, some other story rep-
resentation scheme can be developed. For example, native language 
terms can also be included in the story representation apart from the 
mono-lingual translated terms. Experimental results disclose that the 
detection performance from the native language is much more better 
than the translated representation. 
• More investigations can be made on the unsupervised learning mod-
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Appendix A 
List of Topics annotated for 
TDT2 Corpus 
No. I Topic 
1 Asian Economic Crisis 
2 Monica Lewinsky Case 
3 Peruvian Anti-torture Laws 
4 McVeigh's Navy Dismissal & Fight 
5 Upcoming Philippine Elections 
6 Israeli Palestinian Raids 
7 Fossett's Balloon Ride 
8 Casey Martin Sues PGA 
9 Karla Faye Tucker 
10 Mountain Hikers Lost 
11 State of the Union Address 
12 Pope visits Cuba 
13 1998 Winter Olympics 
14 African Leaders and World Bank Pres. 
15 Current Conflict with Iraq 
16 $1 million Stolen at WTC 
17 Babitt Casino Case 
18 Bombing AL Clinic 
19 Cable Car Crash 
20 China Airlines Crash  
Table A.l : List of 100 topics annotated for TDT2 corpus 
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No. I Topic 
21 Tornado in Florida 
22 Diane Zamora 
23 Violence in Algeria 
24 Shevardnadze Assassination Attempt 
25 Shoplifter's Hand Amputated 
26 Oprah Lawsuit 
27 Pharoah's Tomb 
28 Mary Kay LeTourneau 
29 Buffett buys Silver 
30 Pension for Ms. Schindler 
31 John Glenn 
32 Sgt. Gene McKinney 
33 Superbowr98 
34 David Satcher confirmed 
35 Holocaust Museum Resignation 
36 Rev. Lyons Arrested 
37 Quality of Life, NYC 
38 LaSalle Boat FOUND! 
39 India Parliamentary Elections 
40 Tello (Maryland) Murder 
41 Grossberg baby murder 
42 Asteroid Coming?? 
43 Dr. Spock Dies 
44 National Tobacco Settlement 
45 Mt. Cook Climbing Accident 
46 Great Lake Champlain?? 
47 Viagra Approval 
48 Jonesboro shooting 
49 BoehnerGingrich chat taped 
50 JJ the Whale 
51 Thai Police Lt. Arrested 
52 Strike in Germany 
53 Capps Replacement Elections 
54 Albright to Canada 
55 Boeing Discrimination Suit 
56 James Earl Ray's Retrial? 
57 World Figure Skating Champs 
58 Guiness Gag 
59 UCONN Spring Weekend 
60 POW Memorial Museum  
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"No. I Topic — 
61 Kenya Boosts Tourism 
62 Mandela visits Angola 
63 Bird Watchers Hostage 
64 Race Relations Meetings 
65 Rats in Space! 
66 Marcus Allen Retires 
67 Spanish Dam Broken 
68 Debella Treatment CURES Cancer? 
69 Carter reunion 
70 India, A Nuclear Power? 
71 Israeli-Palestinian Talks (London) 
72 Tony Awards 
73 Mother-Tongue Teaching 
74 Nigerian Protest Violence 
75 Food Stamps 
76 Anti-Suharto Violence 
77 Unabomber 
78 Denmark Strike 
79 Akin Birdal Shot & Wounded 
80 Human Rights-Ethiopia 
81 Bad juice 
82 Abortion clinic acid attacks 
83 World AIDS Conference 
84 Job incentives 
85 Saudi Soccer coach sacked 
86 GM Strike 
87 NBA finals 
88 Anti-Chinese Violence in Indonesia 
89 Afghan Earthquake 
90 Unwed Fathers' Law 
91 German Train derails 
92 No Fat Drug 
93 Puerto Rico phone strike 
94 Nazi-plundered Art 
95 Turkish Military Officers Fired 
96 Clinton-Jiang Debate 
97 Martin Fogel's law degree 
98 Cubans returned home 
99 Oregon bomb for Clinton? 
100 Goldman Sachs - going public? 
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Appendix B 
Significant Test Results 
Similarity 11 IMT/TAG IMT/TAG TAG-BR TAG-ER A-B C-D B-D A-C  
II -BR(A) -ER(B) (C) I (D) I 
” 0 ^ 0 9 7 ^ 3 0 8 0 . 4 5 1 9 0.4132 -0.0211 0.0387 0.0176 -0.0422 
0.06 0.4813 0.4279 0.4668 0.3801 0.0534 0.0867 0.0478 0.0145 
0 07 0.4892 0.4379 0.4568 0.3864 0.0513 0.0704 0.0515 0.0324 
0.08 0.4950 0.4365 0.4765 0.3986 0.0585 0.0779 0.0379 0.0185 
0 09 0.4966 0.4346 0.4670 0.3854 0.0620 0.0816 0.0492 0.0296 
0.10 0.4893 0.4276 0.4161 0.3809 0.0617 0.0352 0.0467 0.0732 
0 11 0.4979 0.4349 0.4608 0.3802 0.0630 0.0806 0.0547 0.0371 
0 12 0.4968 0.4181 0.4578 0.3897 0.0787 0.0681 0.0284 0.0390 
0 13 0.4950 0.4376 0.4675 0.3881 0.0574 0.0794 0.0495 0.0275 
^^；^ 0.0517 0.0687 0.0426 0.0255 
^ 0.0284 0.0189 0.0123 “ 0.0304 
t_score 5.1478 10.288 9.7973 
右0.025 —二 2.262 when n = 9 
Table B.l: t-test results on IMT/TAG approach and T A G approach for All 
English Stories Detection 
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Similarity 11 IMT-BR IMT-ER TAG-BR TAG-ER A-B C-D B-D A-C 
II (A) (B) (C) I (D) I   
^ I I 0.4030 0.3964 0.3194 0.2993 0.0066 0.0201 0.0971 0.0836 
0 06 0.4102 0.3919 0.2836 0.2833 0.0183 0.0003 0.1086 0.1266 
0 07 0.4039 0.3765 0.2727 0.2724 0.0274 0.0003 0.1041 0.1312 
0.08 0.4014 0.3995 0.3236 0.2711 0.0019 0.0525 0.1284 0.0778 
0 09 0.4232 0.4029 0.3196 0.2663 0.0203 0.0533 0.1366 0.1036 
0 10 0.4221 0.3906 0.3180 0.2692 0.0315 0.0488 0.1214 0.1041 
0 11 0.4353 0.3960 0.3144 0.2804 0.0393 0.0340 0.1156 0.1209 
0 12 0.4253 0.3924 0.3269 0.2794 0.0329 0.0475 0.1130 0.0984 
0.13 0.4209 0.3945 0.3141 0.2991 0.0264 0.0150 0.0954 0.1068 
^ ^ ^ ^ 0.0227 0.0302 0.1134 0.1059 
^ 0.0123 "0^218 0.0138 0.0182 
t_score I 5.2288 3.9133 23.173 16.468 
to 025 二 2.262 when n 二 9  
u  
Table B.2: t-test results on IMT approach and T A G approach for English 
Newswires Stories Detection 
Similarity||CHI-noUWI(A) | CHI-UWI(B) | CHI-nat | A-B | B-C | A-C  
~ ~ f ] 0.5743 0.4577 0.0152 0.1166 0.1318 
0.08 0.5762 0.5961 0.4804 -0.0199 0.1157 0.0958 
0 09 0.6150 0.6011 0.5392 0.0139 0.0619 0.0758 
0.10 0.5121 0.5036 0.4827 0.0085 0.0209 0.0294 
0.11 0.4991 0.4871 0.5241 0.0120 -0.0370 -0.025 
0 12 0.5861 0.5220 0.4700 0.0641 0.0520 0.1161 
0 13 0.5666 0.5214 0.5124 0.0452 0.0090 0.0542 
0.14 0.5325 0.4751 0.5274 0.0574 -0.0523 0.0051 
0 15 0.4864 0.4705 0.5228 0.0159 -0.0523 -0.0364 
0 16 0.5407 0.5209 0.5419 0.0198 -0.0210 -0.0012 
0.17 0.5638 0.5214 0.5638 0.0424 -0.0424 0.0000 
0.18 0.5594 0.5624 0.5501 -0.003 0.0123 0.0093 
0 19 0.5519 0.5326 0.5671 0.0193 -0.0345 -0.0152 
0.20 0.5397 0.5366 0.5727 0.0031 -0.0361 -0.0330 
^ ^ ^ 0.0210 0.0081 0.0291 
\ ^ 0.0235 ~aQ587 Q-QSGT" 
‘ t_score 3.3500 0.5133 1.9321 — 
亡0.025 = 2.145 when n = 14 
Table B.3: t-test results on CHI-UWI approach and CHI-noUWI approach 
for Chinese Stories Detection 
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Similarity 11 CHI-ER CHI-BR CHI-CR CHI-nat B ^ A B - C A-C C-D 
I I (A) (B) (C) -CR (D) I I 
0 l 7 I I 0.5743 0.4707 0.4508 0.4231 -0.1036 0.0199 0.1235 0.0277 
0 08 0.5960 0.4830 0.4517 0.4366 -0.1131 0.0313 0.1444 0.0151 
0 09 0 6011 0.4492 0.4342 0.4269 -0.1519 0.0150 0.1669 0.0073 
0 10 0 5036 0.4600 0.4571 0.4494 -0.0436 0.0029 0.0465 0.0077 
Oil 0 4871 0.5116 0.4223 0.4308 0.0245 0.0893 0.0648 -0.0085 
0.12 0.5220 0.5131 0.4226 0.4519 -0.0089 0.0905 0.0994 -0.0293 
0 13 0.5214 0.4606 0.4228 0.4796 -0.0608 0.0378 0.0986 -0.0568 
0 14 0 4751 0.4732 0.4289 0.4672 -0.0019 0.0443 0.0462 -0.0383 
^ ^ -0.05741 0.0414 0.0988 -0.0094 
^ 0.0615 0.0327 0.0447 ~a0293 
t_score I -2.6388 3.5824 6.2511 -0.9049 
to.o25 二 2.306 when n = S 
Table B.4: t-test results on CHI-BR, CHI-ER, CHI-CR and CHI-nat-CR 
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